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Net Operating 
Loss Carry-Overs 
of Affiliated 
Corporations 
by Jerry B. Jackson 
Jerry B. Jackson joined TRB&S in 1958, 
the same year he received a BS with high 
distinction from the University of Ne-
braska. At present, he is a manager in the 
tax department of our Kansas City office. 
Mr. Jackson is a member of the Ameri-
can Institute of Accountants, Missouri 
Society of CPAs, National Association of 
Accountants and holds CPA certificates 
from Missouri and Nebraska. He is active 
in local civic organizations and is a mem-
ber of the Kansas City Junior Chamber 
of Commerce as well as president of the 
Nebraska Alumni Association of Greater 
Kansas City. 
2 THE QUARTERLY 
A businessman's concept of applying a $1 million loss 
of a corporation against the profits of his existing opera-
tions to greatly reduce Federal income taxes soon will be 
as generally outmoded as the "old" mathematics to today's 
schoolchildren. The Treasury has made a concentrated 
effort to limit this type of tax advantage and to stop so-
called "traffic" in loss corporations. It has received sub-
stantial support in the courts. 
Such operations have been so successful that a buyer 
should carefully consider whether anything at all should 
be paid to a seller for an operating loss carryover. An 
everyday illustration of the effectiveness of Treasury 
measures is the virtual disappearance of loss corporation 
advertisements from the Wall Street Journal. 
Although many court cases and many articles have 
been concerned with the acquisition of one corporation 
by another formerly unrelated corporation, much remains 
to be said about operating loss carryover of single corpo-
rate taxpayers and affiliated corporations. A summary of 
tax laws involved follows. 
Section 381 of the 1954 Internal Revenue Code pro-
vides that a net operating loss carryover is one of the 
items to be utilized by the acquiring corporation in cer-
tain nontaxable corporate acquisitions. Section 382 calls 
for special limitations on net operating loss carryovers, 
and the regulations on this section (issued in 1963) 
expand the theory and give numerous examples where 
a change in business coupled with a change in ownership 
will prevent the use of the loss carryover. 
These two sections present a formidable defense for 
any taxpayer to penetrate. Once this barrier is hurdled, 
the taxpayer is often confronted by the linebackers, Sec-
tion 269. This powerful section permits the Treasury to 
disallow, among other things, a net operating loss carry-
over, if a taxpayer acquired control of a corporation or 
property and the principal purpose was evasion or avoid-
ance of Federal income taxes. 
If the taxpayer manages to break into the clear and 
leave these restrictive sections behind, he will probably 
come face to face with the judicial safety man, "The 
Libson Shops Theory." This theory, developed from a 
Supreme Court decision in 1957,(1) has been interpreted 
in different ways by different courts. 
One interpretation presents the argument that only the 
same "taxpayer" that incurred the loss may enjoy the 
benefits of future carryover. Another interpretation, which 
is often more inclusive, states that losses incurred in one 
"business" cannot be carried forward to offset the profits 
of another business. The Libson Shops Theory goes much 
further than Sections 382 or 269 previously mentioned. 
Even though the Treasury has announced it will not rely 
on Libson Shops in the case of mergers and consolidations 
under Section 381(a) , ( 2 ) there is little reason to believe 
the courts will abandon the opportunity to use and inter-
pret the theory in 1954 Code cases. 
SINGLE C O R P O R A T E TAXPAYERS 
The net operating loss carryover of a single corporation 
will clearly be disallowed if a change in ownership is 
coupled with a change in business as defined in Section 
382. This situation is covered by law, but the unknown 
area concerns the addition or discontinuation of corporate 
activity when there has been little or no change in owner-
ship. 
The Internal Revenue Service issued a public ruling in 
1963 which, at first glance, appears to clarify the prob-
lem.(3) It states that the IRS will not rely on the Libson 
Shops rationale or on Section 269 to disallow the loss 
carryovers of single corporate taxpayers solely because the 
losses are attributable to a discontinued corporate activity. 
Further, these carryovers will not be disallowed if a new 
profitable business is acquired through the purchase of 
assets or the purchase of stock if the company is immedi-
ately liquidated. 
A closer analysis of this ruling indicates that any con-
cessions by the IRS are greatly restricted by the suggestion 
that the carryover may be disallowed if:(4) 
1. There is more than a minor change in ownership of 
the loss corporation prior to or subsequent to the 
period in which losses are incurred. 
2. The price of the assets purchased exceeds the fair 
market value or is payable over a long period of 
time. 
3. The assets are acquired from a corporation which is 
directly or indirectly related to the loss corporation. 
4. In the case of stock acquisitions, the acquired cor-
poration is not immediately liquidated/5 ' 
This ruling is not referring to a net operating loss carry-
over of an acquired company but rather a net operating 
loss carryover that exists in a company that is discontinu-
ing an activity or acquiring a new business. It does not 
discuss the problem of a dormant corporation, but it is 
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probable that a loss carryover would be challenged where 
a company has ceased operations and, after a period of 
time, acquires a new business. 
I t is important to analyze case law to interpret the 
meaning of the Libson Shops Theory as it pertains to 
single corporate taxpayers. One interpretation presented 
is that the Supreme Court in "Libson" was willing to 
allow the loss carryover if the user of the carryover was 
the same taxpayer incurring the losses. Obviously, if 
"taxpayer" is the key word, the losses of a single corporate 
taxpayer could not be disallowed if there was little or no 
change in ownership. The interpretation that losses in-
curred in one business cannot be used to offset profits from 
another business, even if the same taxpayer is involved, 
can give entirely different results. 
Unfortunately, there are cases which support both of 
the above interpretations. Revenue Ruling 63^4-0 may 
give assurance to some taxpayers for transactions already 
consummated while others will find the ruling of little 
help because of the narrow path the IRS has used for its 
application. The ruling is of great importance for tax-
payers in planning for future transactions and can be 
used as a yardstick for application to the facts and circum-
stances of a single corporate taxpayer. 
PARENT-SUBSIDIARY R E L A T I O N S H I P 
When a subsidiary is liquidated into its parent, the 
parent's corporate entity continues unchanged and any 
loss carryover of the parent can be used against future 
operations. When a parent acquires the assets of a sub-
sidiary in a tax-free liquidation and the subsidiary has a 
net operating loss carryover, the Internal Revenue Code 
provides that such carryovers can usually be used against 
the post-liquidation profits of the surviving parent com-
pany. (6 ) There are two common situations in which the 
net operating loss carryover will not be allowed in the 
liquidation of a controlled subsidiary. 
The first situation exists when a company is liquidated 
within two years after a purchasing company acquires 
80 per cent control. (7) This is known as the "buying stock 
to get assets" route and, under this theory, the basis of 
the stock becomes the basis of the assets, usually giving a 
stepped-up basis to the assets. No net operating loss 
carryover is allowed since the whole transaction is, in 
effect, treated as a purchase of assets. 
The second situation arises when an insolvent subsidiary 
is liquidated. The regulations provide that the recipient 
corporation must receive at least partial payment for its 
stock ownership to qualify as a liquidation under Section 
332. (8) A study of the assets to be transferred may reveal 
that they have enough value to remove the insolvent con-
dition of the subsidiary and thus fulfill the partial payment 
requirement. 
Many times the parent corporation will have advanced 
a considerable amount of money to the subsidiary on open 
account. Indeed, these advances often approximate the 
net operating loss carryover of the subsidiary corporation. 
The conversion of this debt to capital in sufficient amount 
to restore solvency of the subsidiary is a suggested solution. 
This approach has apparently not yet been litigated. 
Assuming the subsidiary is insolvent upon liquidation, 
the transaction becomes taxable. If the parent can meet 
certain tests of ownership and the subsidiary certain tests 
of operation, the parent will have an ordinary loss on its 
investment in the stock of the insolvent subsidiary.(9) This 
may be more advantageous than receiving the net operat-
ing loss carryover from the subsidiary. 
C H O O S I N G S U R V I V O R C O R P O R A T I O N 
Once a decision has been made to combine parent and 
subsidiary, one of the next questions to consider is which 
of the corporations will be the survivor. An alternative 
would be the creation of a new taxable entity in a tax 
consolidation. One of the biggest disadvantages in creat-
ing a new entity is when post-consolidation losses occur 
and the company is unable to carryback these losses to the 
pre-consolidation entities. 
Prior to the 1954 Code, the utilization of losses gener-
ally dictated that the loss corporation be the survivor but 
the provision for carryover of tax attributes to acquiring 
corporations has given new flexibility. 
Occasionally, it will be desirable for the subsidiary cor-
poration to become the survivor and a "downstream mer-
ger" is consummated. These mergers can usually be 
arranged to comply with the tax-free reorganization pro-
visions of the Code if the parent and subsidiary have had 
this relationship for some time. 
A problem develops when a corporation acquires con-
trol of a subsidiary, and wishes to merge into one com-
pany, but does not want an upstream merger because the 
subsidiary wants to preserve the high-tax basis of its 
assets. It is understood the IRS will not issue a ruling on 
this type of downstream merger where it occurs a short 
time after the purchase of the controlling interest.(10) 
A special provision of the 1954 Code limits the use of 
an operating loss carryover when the stockholders of a 
loss corporation acquire less than 20 per cent ownership 
of the corporation which is acquiring the loss carryover. 
For every per cent of ownership less than 20, five per cent 
of the carryover loss will be disallowed.(11) 
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Considering this restrictive provision, the theory has 
been advanced that a loss carryover could be jeopardized 
in a merger of parent and a less than 80 per cent owned 
subsidiary if one company is much smaller in size. For 
example, if the subsidiary has net assets worth only one 
per cent of the net assets of the parent and the two cor-
porations are merged, it would seem that the parent will 
obtain only five per cent of the subsidiary's net operating 
loss carryover.<12) 
Although this theory may be overly pessimistic, it is not 
beyond the realm of possibility and can be used to under-
line an important conclusion: In comparing a merger, 
liquidation, or other form of reorganization involving 
parent and subsidiary, it is safe to conclude that the liqui-
dation of the subsidiary into the parent is highly preferred 
if the main purpose is to conserve an operating loss carry-
over. However, the section 382 limitation does not apply 
to a section 332 liquidation. In the case of subsidiaries 
owned 80 per cent or more by the parent, it would not 
make any difference if the transaction were consummated 
as a statutory merger or a section 368(a) (1) (6) reorgani-
zation. 
C O N S O L I D A T E D R E T U R N S 
Assuming a parent-subsidiary relationship with 80 per 
cent control, an affiliated group is usually eligible to file 
consolidated returns. (13) A consolidated return can be 
used to offset the profits of one company against the 
losses of an affiliated company in a consolidated return 
year. The filing of a consolidated return after a loss has 
been established in a separate return year has limited 
value since the offsetting of pre-consolidation losses 
against profits of other members of the consolidated group 
is restricted. A recent change in the regulations relating 
to consolidated returns allows the offsetting of pre-con-
solidation losses against the consolidated income for the 
first time in 1964 if the losses occurred during the period 
1959 to 1963 and if the corporations were affiliated (80 
per cent parent and subsidiary relationship) during this 
time. (14) This is an advantage of limited duration since 
only losses originating from 1959 through 1963 are cov-
ered. Affiliated companies filing separately in 1964 and 
later will not benefit. A qualifying liquidation or merger 
gives this offsetting advantage without restriction and 
allows both the pre-merger and post-merger losses to be 
offset against post-merger profits. 
On the other hand, the filing of a consolidated return 
does not eliminate the carryback of net operating losses 
during the consolidated return year to pre-consolidation 
years.(15) This advantage is lost to the disappearing cor-
poration when a liquidation or merger is consummated. 
BROTHER-SISTER C O R P O R A T I O N S 
If two corporations are controlled by the same taxpayer, 
what are the chances of utilizing the net operating loss 
carryover by the merger of one corporation into the other? 
Assuming there has been no recent change in owner-
ship and that the net operating losses have arisen since 
the purchase or formation of the loss corporation, the loss 
carryover should not be disallowed under Section 382 or 
269 of the 1954 Internal Revenue Code. 
In one case, however, the IRS has taken the position 
that a " C " type reorganization did not qualify as a tax 
free reorganization for lack of business purpose and has 
denied the loss carryovers and also the after-merger losses 
of such corporation. The IRS alleged that the only reason 
for the merger was the utilization of the loss carryovers 
against the income of the continuing corporation. 
Further assuming that all this has happened under the 
1954 Code, it would appear the taxpayer has no problem 
since the Treasury has stated that the Libson Shops 
Theory will not be applied to a merger or any other trans-
action under Section 381(a) of the 1954 Code. (16) But 
there is certainly no assurance that the courts will not 
apply the Libson Shops Theory to 1954 Code cases. 
In Julius Garfinckel, we have an example of the Libson 
Shops Theory being applied to brother-sister corporations 
under the 1939 Internal Revenue Code. (17) Corporation 
A and Corporation B both operated clothing stores and 
were controlled by Corporation C. A, the profit corpora-
tion, was merged into B, the loss corporation, and the loss 
carryover of B was not allowed against the combined 
merger operations. The court said, "The consolidated 
corporation was not 'the taxpayer' which sustained the 
pre-merger losses. There is a lack of business continuity 
when the controller of the merger has one constituent 
doing a separate business contribute its loss and another 
doing a separate business of the same type contribute its 
earnings." The court in this case used a hybrid interpre-
tation of the Libson Shops Theory, throwing in both the 
"taxpayer" and the "continuity of business" theories. 
If the facts are not this favorable and some of the 
losses have occurred prior to the acquisition of one of the 
companies, Section 269 will probably apply unless the 
taxpayer can demonstrate a good business purpose for the 
acquisition. In this situation, not only the losses carried 
over but also any subsequent losses may be disallowed 
under Section 269. The courts have found this section to 
apply to post-acquisition losses as well as pre-acquisition 
losses if the principal purpose of the acquisition was the 
evasion or avoidance of tax. (18) 
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The Brick Milling Company case is a good example of 
just how far the courts will extend themselves to apply 
flexible Section 269.(19) In this case, individual stock-
holders of both A and B Corporations donated their stock 
in A Corporation to B Corporation. Corporation A was 
liquidated into B Corporation and the carryover losses of 
A Corporation were then deducted on the B Corporation 
return. The court held that Corporation B acquired con-
trol of Corporation A at the time of the donation of stock 
and completely ignored the indirect ownership prior to 
that time. Although stating that it might be regarded as 
giving harsh results, the court said that Section 269 applies 
to the acquisition of control of one corporation by another 
corporation even if they are both owned by the same 
taxpayer.<20) 
What would the line of reasoning of the courts have 
been if Corporation A had merged into Corporation B 
with an exchange of stock so that Corporation B did not 
have control of A? This method should avoid the techni-
cal application of Section 269. 
O W N E R S H I P OF 
BROTHER-SISTER C O R P O R A T I O N 
BY PARENT C O R P O R A T I O N 
If we assume that the Libson Shops Theory will con-
tinue to be interpreted variously under the 1954 Code, will 
the applications change if the brother-sister corporations 
are owned by a corporation rather than an individual? 
The theory has been advanced that "Libson" is prop-
erly applied to corporations having similar stockholders, 
but is not applicable to a parent-subsidiary relationship 
where such group is eligible to file a consolidated re-
turn. (21) The reasoning advanced here is that a parent-
subsidiary relationship is all one economic pool while 
brother-sister ownership provides for separate pools. With 
brother-sister ownership, the stockholders may pay them-
(D Libson Shops, Inc. vs. Koehler, 353 U. S. 382 (1957). 
(2) Rev. Ruling 58-603, 1958-2 CB 147. 
O) Rev. Ruling 63-40, 1963-1 CB 46. 
<4> William M. Speiller, The Journal of Taxation, May 1963. 
(5 )
 Rev. Ruling 63-40 states where a company negotiated for 
the purchase of assets, but could only consummate the transaction 
through a purchase of stock, an immediate liquidation under 
334(b) (2) will be treated the same as a purchase of assets. 
(6) IRC Sec. 3 8 1 ( a ) ( 1 ) . 
<7> IRC Sec. 3 3 4 ( b ) ( 2 ) . 
<8> Reg. Sec. 1.332.2(b). 
O) IRC Sec. 165(g) (3 ) . 
(io) Wilson C. Piper, New York University Sixteenth Annual 
Institute on Federal Taxation (1958). 
(«) IRC Sec. 382(b) . 
(12> B. J. Adelson, Western Reserve Law Review, March 1963. 
This article develops in detail the theory presented here in sum-
mary form. 
selves a dividend from one corporation or they could 
liquidate and pay a capital gains tax without the problems 
of dividend taxation. 
Proceeding with this theory, stockholders who may re-
ceive these benefits should not be allowed to retroactively 
change the form of their investments through a merger 
and offset the loss of what they intended as a separate 
"pot" against profits arising from another separate "pot." 
Conversely, since a parent-subsidiary organization does 
not have the advantages of brother-sister corporations and 
is actually a single corporate enterprise, the loss carryovers 
should be allowed when one or more of the companies in 
a "single corporate enterprise" is merged or liquidated. 
Although this theory seems to have considerable merit, 
there is no indication that any such distinction has been 
or will be made by the courts in applying "Libson." 
The utilization of operating loss carryovers in affiliated 
corporations has never been a simple and clear-cut matter 
and probably never will be. I t appears that Congress 
attempted to clarify the area by the enactment of Sections 
381 and 382 but unfortunately, this seems to have sup-
plemented the Libson Shops Theory and Section 269. 
Instead of exclusive reliance upon these specific sections 
of law, the courts now have a choice between these sec-
tions and various interpretations of the Libson Shops 
Theory. 
A strong business reason for merger or consolidation is 
probably the best assurance that a net operating loss carry-
over will be allowed. Unfortunately, the saving of income 
taxes through utilization of the carryover is not a strong 
business reason for this purpose. 
Although the overall outlook for loss companies is not 
bright, there are still legitimate situations where a loss 
carryover may be utilized. The real problem is to recog-
nize these situations and develop an awareness of the 
methods which are most likely to succeed. 
d3) IRC Sec. 1504 (a) and (b ) . 
<14> Reg. Sec. 1.1502-31 (b) (3 ) . 
<15> Reg. Sec. 1.1502-31 (b) (6 ) . The carryback to a separate 
return year will be the percentage of the consolidated loss that 
the loss of the company bears to the combined loss of the loss 
companies. 
<16> Rev. Ruling 58-603, 1958-2 CB 147. 
(17)
 Julius Garfinckel & Co. Incorporated, 40 T.C. August 20, 
1963. 
<18> Zanesville Investment Co., 38 T.C. 406 (1962). 
<19> Brick Milling Company, T.C. Memo 1963-305. 
<20> Ibid. — The court states that Congress did not exempt 
corporations with common shareholders from Section 269(a) (1) 
as it did in Section 269(a) (2) . 
<21> Don V. Harris, Jr., New York University Twenty-First 
Annual Institute on Federal Taxation (1963). This theory was 
unsuccessfully argued by the above author in Norden-Ketay 
Corporation, T.C. Memo 1962-248. 
6 T H E Q U A R T E R L Y 
Robert M.Trueblood 
New AICPA President 
"As a learned profession, our profession must be responsive but 
not submissive. It should be conservative but never reactionary. 
Our profession must be dynamic but it should not be self-assertive." 
These were the words spoken by Robert M. Trueblood when he 
was installed as president of the American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants on September 20. His address, "The Urgency 
of Opportunity," was delivered during the installation luncheon 
at the 78th annual meeting of the Institute in Dallas, Texas. 
The firm is honored that Mr. Trueblood has been so chosen. 
He is chairman of our Policy Group and National Director of 
Accounting and Auditing and has been with the firm since its 
inception in 1947. His election is the culmination of a long and 
active professional career. "Last spring, at the time of his nomi-
nation, Mr. Trueblood was a past vice president of the American 
Institute, a member at large of Council, a member of the Execu-
tive Committee, a member of the Accounting Principles Board, 
and chairman of the Long-Range Objectives Committee. He also 
served as president of the Pennsylvania Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants in 1960. As a member of the Illinois Society, 
he is chairman of the Special Committee on Public Pronounce-
ments. 
Mr. Trueblood says that one of the things he has enjoyed most 
was the time he spent as a Visiting Ford Distinguished Research 
Professor at the Graduate School of Industrial Administration at 
the Carnegie Institute of Technology. His outside activities, how-
ever, have been varied and many. He is a noted speaker. He is 
the author of several books and numerous articles on accounting. 
The Board of Trustees at the University of Minnesota recently 
honored him by presenting him with the Outstanding Achieve-
ment Award. Among other things, he is also a member of the 
Carnegie Corporation Commission to Study Common Body of 
Knowledge for Certified Public Accountants. 
The first president of the American Institute was elected in 
1887. Mr. Trueblood is the 56th president and the second presi-
dent to be elected from the ranks of Touche, Ross, Bailey & 
Smart. George Bailey served as president in 1947. 
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The computer Feasibility Study is essential to managers for making sound decisions. We must be proficient in its use 
to fulfill our role as business advisors and consultants. Studies can become increasingly complex as technology expands 
and applications broaden. This article restates fundamentals and suggests a workable approach in non-technical terms. 
While the example used is a department store, the method is applicable to any industry. 
A RETAIL CASE STUDY 
Feasibility Studies for EDP 
by William D. Power 
William D. Power has been associated in a con-
sulting capacity with the retail industry for 
the past eleven years. Admitted as principal 
in the firm September 1, 1965 he is director 
of retail services. 
Mr. Power has written and lectured extensively 
for retail groups, most notably in connection 
with the activities of the National Retail Mer-
chants' Association. He is a member of the 
Electronics Committee of the Retail Research 
Institute of NRMA and chairman of the Man-
ufacturers Liaison Subcommittee of the group 
which deals with developments in electronic 
systems for the retail industry. He is also a 
charter member of the Retail Research Society 
and an editor of its bi-monthly publication. 
Mr. Power majored in economics at the Uni-
versity of Oklahoma Business School from 
which he received a BBA degree cum laude. 
He is a member of Beta Gamma Sigma. 
Introduction 
In the early days of electronic data processing — only a 
few years ago really — we heard and read a great deal 
about the feasibility study. Nowadays we hear consider-
ably less. This does not mean that its importance has dimin-
ished in any respect; nor does it mean that a good feasi-
bility study is any easier to perform than it ever was — 
The author wishes to express his appreciation to J. J. Miller, 
Manager of Information Services, Broadway Department Stores, 
Los Angeles (formerly of TRB&S), for his technical assistance. 
particularly for those who are dealing with computers 
for the first time. The opposite is probably true, and 
perhaps it is good to start with a cautionary note. Because 
the consequences of the feasibility study will have a 
significant and lasting effect, the time and effort spent 
in making a comprehensive study will be rewarded many 
times over. 
Before a computer-based system can be installed effec-
tively, there are three major aspects of feasibility which 
must be determined: 
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1. Organizational 
2. Technological 
3. Economic 
The third aspect comes to mind most readily when 
we consider computerization, but the first two should not 
be minimized or overlooked. 
In this discussion of feasibility studies, we will use as 
an example a situation which might exist in a retail store 
considering computerization of its credit and accounts 
receivable functions. We will create a hypothetical store 
in order to place our references in the framework of an 
operating situation, but we will call upon actual case 
experience to illustrate specific points. 
Hypothetical Department Store 
The Ingram Department Store is located in a medium-
sized Mid-western city. I t operates a downtown store and 
two branch stores in the immediate suburban area. Pres-
ent sales volume is in the $30-$50 million range. Active 
charge accounts number approximately 175,000 in regu-
lar, revolving, and installment categories. A country club 
billing system is operated with manual accounting ma-
chines. Metal charge plates are in use, but show no 
customer account number. Ingram is a member of a 
local charge plate group. 
The history of the Ingram Store has been one of 
growth over the years, and the store management is ag-
gressive, merchandise-oriented, and expansion-minded. 
They plan to open another store within the next two 
years in a city on the fringe of their present trading area. 
This move is expected to increase sales volume signifi-
cantly and to add at least 50,000 charge accounts to the 
existing files over the next few years. I t has been decided 
that the new store's credit and accounts receivable func-
tion will be integrated with the existing operation to 
retain a centralized operation. This is expected to strain 
the present manual system to the point where significant 
added costs can be anticipated to accommodate the 
new credit functions in terms of people, space, and equip-
ment. 
In the planning discussions for the new store, Jack 
Ingram, the president, has been advised by his controller 
that the use of a computer should be actively considered. 
The store now has a modest punched card installation, 
principally for accounting functions. Mr. Ingram agrees 
and sets up a program to investigate electronic data 
processing. 
Objectives 
The objectives of a computer-based system are listed 
below. It should: 
1. Provide effective counteraction against anticipated 
increased cost of credit and accounts receivable in 
the area of personnel, space, and equipment addi-
tions. 
2. Provide centralized control of credit, collection, 
and billing for the proposed four-store operation, 
as well as capacity to absorb additional stores. 
3. Provide competent personnel for the design and 
operation of computer-based systems. 
4. Provide for growth potential in terms of machine 
capacity to computerize functions other than the 
present tab applications, credit, and accounts re-
ceivable. 
EDP Study Group 
Jack Ingram establishes an EDP Study Group con-
sisting of the controller (chairman), credit manager, and 
tabulating supervisor to implement a feasibility study. 
He also appoints a divisional merchandise manager to 
attend meetings of the group as an ex-officio member 
to prepare for possible future merchandising applications. 
The group chairman reports to Ingram. 
This group can now begin the feasibility study in terms 
of the three major aspects mentioned above: Organiza-
tional, Technological, and Economic. 
Organizational Feasibility. This portion of the study 
deals with the attitudes, abilities, and relationships of 
those people in the store organization who wilPbe directly 
concerned with the eventual system. The study group, in 
this respect, may face a formidable task because it must 
evaluate its own resources (the people in the study group) 
as well as its superiors (the store president and members 
of the top management group) in terms of their attitude 
and their interest in the proposed program. 
In studying this aspect of feasibility, some of the follow-
ing questions may arise. Is there a harmonious relation-
ship between the controller and credit manager? Are 
they capable of sufficient objectivity while conducting the 
study to follow a course which will be most advantageous 
for the store, regardless of personal considerations? Is the 
level of in-house technical competence (in this case, that 
of the tabulating supervisor) high enough for the proper 
evaluation of technical matters? Should additional tech-
nical help be sought? Does the tabulating supervisor have 
enough time to conduct the detailed study, and can he 
count on adequate help? Is the store able to hire the 
required programmers, systems designers, and operators? 
Is the attitude of key top managers such that an "atmos-
phere of success" will surround the EDP effort? Are the 
clerical and sales staffs capable of coping with expected 
changes? Employment longevity, ethnic background, 
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educational and wage levels, etc., are all pertinent factors. 
In essence, the study group must consider what the 
effect will be of superimposing a computer-based system 
on the existing store organization and advise whether 
action is required. 
Technological Feasibility. Here the study group is 
concerned with workable methods and with the ability 
of machines in an automated system to perform required 
functions practically and effectively. 
What evidence can be used? In the case of computer-
ized credits and accounts receivable systems, consider-
able experience exists in retailing today. Several success-
ful systems approaches operating with various types of 
computers, input and dunning methods, etc. give good 
evidence of technological feasibility in general. However, 
specific machines or procedures within the system may 
not be fully tested or have a broad background of experi-
ence. For example, a new type of point-of-sale recorder 
might be contemplated, or a system for automatic look-up 
of account numbers (for "non-carriage" sales) by the 
computer, based on the input of customer name and 
address; or a complete printout of credit information 
and account status for all accounts on a periodic basis. 
While not necessarily unfeasible per se, these procedures 
may not be technically workable in a given case. The 
same may be true of relatively straightforward procedures 
which may be technically handicapped by policy decisions. 
One word of caution. The approach to computeriza-
tion need not be faint-hearted or unimaginatively based 
on "tried and true" or "copied" systems. If this uncreative 
attitude had prevailed, automation in the retail industry 
would never have reached its present level of develop-
ment. Innovation is necessary, but there must be reason-
able assurance that a given system will work. 
Economic Feasibility. This is the dollar and cents eval-
uation of the proposed system, which requires assessment 
of costs versus benefits. Cost is determined by totaling 
system expenses, such as conversion expenditure, payroll, 
machine rentals, supplies, etc. Benefit, on the other hand, 
is not as easily quantified. Some benefits measurable in 
dollars derive from direct displacement of existing ex-
penses, like the payroll cost of billing machine operators, 
machine depreciation, cost of forms and supplies, etc. 
Other benefits accrue from increased effectiveness in 
performance, such as better collection follow-up, im-
proved collection percentage, reduction in bad debt 
expense, better authorization, more information, quicker 
reporting, increased technical competence in-house, etc. 
Some of these can be assigned a direct dollar value; others 
can only be evaluated judgmentally. At any rate, the net 
effect of this dollar evaluation is the determinant of 
economic feasibility. 
I t is recognized that economic feasibility may not be 
the overriding factor in deciding to computerize. Never-
theless, it is an aspect that should receive close scrutiny 
and major attention. 
Sequence of Tasks 
In our hypothetical Ingram Department Store, the 
study group will face problems which may best be pre-
sented in chronological order. It will be necessary to : 
1. Review the existing system to make sure that all 
elements of information are accounted for and 
that all existing policies are complied with. 
2. Analyze the existing system to determine what 
improvements can be made in manual procedures 
and what policy changes might be made to im-
prove operations. 
3. Cost the existing system. 
4. Develop a conceptual computer-based system for 
credit and accounts receivable which will satisfy 
broad requirements in terms of machines, proce-
dures, and people and be consistent with tech-
nological feasibility. Include requirements for 
existing tab functions. 
5. Determine a realistic schedule for pre-installation, 
conversion, and operating activities which can be 
met with practical and economical manpower 
levels. 
6. Cost the conceptual system widiin the parameters 
of known or assumed capabilities and require-
ments. 
7. Estimate net cost effect of installing the concep-
tual system. 
8. Resolve the question of economic feasibility in 
broad terms, on a first-approximation basis, based 
on the foregoing information. 
9. Develop systems specifications against which 
equipment manufacturers can bid. 
10. Evaluate proposals of computer manufacturers 
and select a supplier. 
11. Determine economic feasibility on a final basis 
and recommend a course of action to manage-
ment. 
The Ingram Study Group plans to complete all neces-
sary activities in 12 months, allowing for the following 
breakdown: 
Tasks Time 
1 through 3 4 months 
4 through 8 VA months 
9 through 11 4/2 months 
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Details of Considerations 
Let us examine each of these 11 steps in greater detail 
and expand on some of the specific elements worth con-
sidering. 
Review existing system. Effort well-expended at this 
point may demonstrate that the existing manual system 
has not been reviewed critically for years. Analysis may 
uncover feasible improvements in the existing system 
which can pay for the cost of the group study. It is 
possible in extreme cases to suggest improvements in the 
present system which will preclude the need for the pro-
posed computer system. 
A major objective of the review is to assure that all 
elements of information are accounted for. A first ap-
proach to this can be made by interviewing experienced 
supervisors or managers who are familiar with the oper-
ating system. But this investigation should not be relied 
upon completely because, as time passes, many "informal" 
procedures and information requirements develop which 
may make it necessary to examine the functions of 
other than top personnel in the system and thus assure 
coverage of all the facets of operation. This means going 
out and talking to various people and finding out what 
they do. 
During this review, the general requirements for input, 
processing, and output (in the existing manual system) 
should be developed. At the same time, the flow of 
information, sequence of processing, and timing require-
ments should be determined. Statistics should be gathered 
and written statements of policy obtained if possible. If 
no written statements exist, at least major policy informa-
tion should be written down during the review. 
The form in which the data is developed is important 
because many of the facts and figures will be used in 
subsequent computations. Flow charting with brief nar-
rative descriptions is probably the most useful method of 
recording the information. 
Analyzing the existing system. The purpose here is to 
determine whether the present systems and procedures 
are operating efficiently and whether current policies are 
in fact being implemented. 
This analysis presents an opportunity for the store to 
take a critical look at existing performance standards and 
production levels. The revision of inefficient procedures 
and the elimination of even a few clerical employees can 
often offset the cost of the time spent on the feasibility 
study. 
The study group at Ingram's, while examining the 
control procedures for accounts receivable media in Sales 
Audit and the Cashier's Sections, conceived certain 
improved methods which were considered desirable 
whether or not Ingram proceeded with computer proc-
essing. Accordingly, the changes were initiated without 
awaiting the outcome of the total study. 
Costing the existing system. Present costs should be 
ascertained after giving effect to realistic improvements 
in the manual system identified by the study group. 
These would usually include the cost of payroll, depre-
ciation, and supplies. Care should be taken not to over-
look total costs in areas which will change radically under 
the proposed computer system. 
Developing the conceptual computer system. The 
objective of this step is to determine the characteristics 
of an operating system in sufficient detail to make reason-
ably accurate estimates of requirements for machines, 
people, equipment, supplies, space, and other factors 
upon which cost estimates can be based. 
At this phase of the study, costs may have to be dealt 
with in ranges because certain aspects of the system, cer-
tain machines, and consequently numbers of people are 
subject to various choices. These alternatives should be 
carefully identified in the working papers of the study 
group for further reference. Examples are country club 
versus descriptive billing, automatic computer dunning 
versus manual dunning, positive versus negative authori-
zation, type of input (card, paper tape, optically scanned 
register tape, or other) , and type of computer. Within 
such a framework, however, it is possible to outline a 
system which will fit the requirements of the store. 
The process of determining what is to be included in 
the conceptual system is not as simple as merely writing 
down the various items. There are many considerations 
which will influence the choice of various systems or 
methods. The resolution of these problems can be time-
consuming and can require a good deal of research by 
the study group. The effort expended on this part of the 
program is worthwhile, however, and careful planning 
and evalution at this point will be paid for many times 
over later on. 
Developing the schedule for conversion. An essential 
ingredient in estimating the economics of an EDP instal-
lation is the schedule upon which it is to be based — the 
time allowed and the period of the year. In general, it 
requires 4 to 4 / 2 man-years of systems design and pro-
gramming effort to reach the point of readiness to begin 
conversion. Actually, this time requirement does not vary 
materially with the size of the store. The effort should 
cover a 12- 13-month time span, with conversion sched-
uled for the late spring or early summer. 
The pre-conversion preparations should be adequate 
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to permit a rapid cut-over to the computer once conver-
sion begins. The computer system can be tested by paral-
leling it with the manual procedures for one month with 
a limited number of customer accounts (i.e., no more 
than one average-sized cycle or two small ones). Follow* 
ing this "live testing" of the computer system, the re-
maining cycles should be converted in a quick and 
orderly manner (no more than two months) without 
operating a parallel for each cycle converted. This ap-
proach requires careful planning and control but elimi-
nates the drawn-out confusion of operating two systems 
which are dependent upon a single source of data. 
The scheduling process must also include consideration 
of the anticipated reduction of expenses in areas where 
operations in the manual system are displaced by the 
computer. Personnel displacements usually will not occur 
in one great sweep but will be effected over a period of 
time. In cases where jobs are eliminated entirely, it may 
be necessary to wait for the impact of personnel turnover 
to be felt. It is also important to realize that some of the 
key people in the manual system may become a part of 
the computer system even before the conversion begins, 
and others before conversion is completed. This situation, 
therefore, indicates a need to shore up the manual system 
with extra personnel during its final stages. Temporary 
employees may be required. 
Costing the conceptual system. Once the proposed 
computer system is worked out in concept, the costing 
process requires assigning dollar values to the various 
estimates. The elements of machine costs are relatively 
straightforward as are certain payroll costs in areas where 
workloads are well defined. It may be more difficult to 
estimate costs for charge plate preparation, systems design 
and programming, and manning requirements for non-
production areas such as advanced collection, bill adjust-
ment, control, etc. 
Costs should also be categorized as either one-time or 
continuing costs. Many of the costs incurred prior to and 
during a conversion to a computer-based system can be 
considered as one-time costs even though diey are to be 
depreciated or amortized over a period of time. Various 
major factors listed below are one-time costs or continu-
ing costs. The dollar amounts associated with the one-
time costs are reasonable estimates for an operation the 
size of the Ingram store. 
O N E - T I M E COSTS 
1. Charge plate issuance $ 55,000 
2. Systems design and programming 
(payroll costs) 45,000 
3. Equipment and supplies (other than 
computer) 26,000* 
4. Site preparation 10,000 
5. Conversion of records, etc 90,000 
6. Freight 1,500 
TOTAL $227,500 
*Can vary widely. 
C O N T I N U I N G C O S T S * 
Monthly 
1. Payroll $24,000 
2. Computer 7,500 
3. Peripheral equipment 2,000 
4. Supplies 1,000 
5. Miscellaneous operating expenses . . . . 500 
$35,000 
•Assumes descriptive billing system with paper salescheck and 
statement. Costs for forms and other material would be different, 
of course, in a country club system with punched card sales 
checks. 
Estimating net cost effect of proposed systems. This is 
the process in which the costs of the conceptual system 
are compared with those of the existing system to deter-
mine the net increase or decrease in total operating costs. 
It is widely referred to as "estimating displaceable costs," 
which is not entirely appropriate, since the cost estimates 
for the proposed system already give effect to cost dis-
placements. 
The concept of displacement may be useful, however, 
in determining the cost of the new system in areas where 
a function will carry over from the old system, but will 
operate with fewer people. Authorization and preliminary 
dunning are examples. Also, in estimating "savings" or 
"displacements" in various operating areas, it is neces-
sary to construct a realistic schedule indicating when 
elements of the old system will be dropped. We realize, 
of course, that the old system does not cease abruptly on 
the day the computer comes in the door. Billers can be 
gotten out fairly quickly (in the time it takes to cut over 
to computer billing), but authorizers and collectors can 
go on for months, working with information and records 
from both the old and new systems. 
Cost comparisons between the old and new systems 
may have to be given in a series of figures which repre-
sent alternative methods. Also, it is important that "old 
system" costs be projected over several years in order to 
obtain a realistic picture. Certainly they should include 
the time it will take to get the computer "on the air." 
In addition, they should cover the period of time up to 
and including the opening of new branches. These pro-
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jections will then include expected normal growth in 
number of accounts as well as exceptional increases re-
sulting from new facilities. 
Resolving the question of economic feasibility. This 
task is a formality by this time because the figures will 
speak for themselves — at least within the constraints of 
the ranges used during the study. Of course, the result 
can go any way at all, depending on circumstances: 
(1) There can be a clear economic case against the com-
puter, particularly in regard to smaller stores which are 
trying to rush the process. (2) A stand-off can result from 
an economic point of view. This is not uncommon and 
is not a bad situation to be in since "intangibles" will 
usually tip the scale on the favorable side. (3) A situation 
can exist where substantial savings are indicated. Eco-
nomic feasibility, however, is not necessarily the deter-
mining reason for utilization or continuation of the EDP 
program. 
Indeed, it is only one of the three areas which must be 
explored and only one of the factors which decide the 
"Go" or "No Go" in electronics. When economic feasi-
bility, based upon study of a particular application, is 
questionable, consideration can be given to other arrange-
ments such as: (1) shared systems, with banks or other 
retailers, for example; (2) service bureaus; (3) compu-
terization of other applications to absorb cost. 
We will assume that at the Ingram store we reach a 
decision to continue the program. Is the feasibility study 
complete? We think not. We feel that it is necessary to 
select an actual equipment supplier, based on his propo-
sal against specifications, in order to make an adequate 
recommendation to management. 
Developing systems specifications. Painstaking effort in 
this regard will be richly rewarded later on when Ingram 
undertakes to compare and evaluate manufacturers' bids 
against specifications. Many stores have experienced the 
exasperating problem of trying to reconcile three or four 
manufacturers' proposals based on different approaches 
to the same problem; each manufacturer has naturally 
attempted to maximize his strong points and minimize 
his weak ones. 
This situation is brought about by inviting representa-
tives of several manufacturers to "study present opera-
tions and propose a system." In such an unstructured 
environment, it is inevitable that emphasis will differ on 
the various aspects of operations. Other frustrations occur 
when manufacturers are compelled to work with sets of 
changing facts. This usually happens when store person-
nel, discovering the necessity for detail as they complete 
one review, furnish more information to subsequent 
bidders. 
The way out of this problem is to furnish a set of 
standard specifications to all manufacturers and require 
them first to satisfy these. In fairness to the bidders, and 
in order to take advantage of particular machine capa-
bilities, alternate proposals for parts of the system should 
be allowed. 
A good set of specifications will serve the ends of both 
the store and the computer manufacturer. It should 
set out in narrative and general flow chart form the 
broad system concept and the requirements for input, 
processing, and output. It should state limitations and 
constraints based on policy decisions or other factors. I t 
should give the volumes and types of transactions to be 
dealt with in normal and peak periods as well as time 
requirements for processing and outputs. Since the plan-
ning and conversion cycle represents a minimum of 18 
months to 2 years, volumes should project normal anti-
cipated increases. They should also reflect impact of work-
load increases resulting from the opening of new stores. 
In addition to providing the manufacturers with pre-
cise volume information, the specifications should state 
clearly what is to be included in the proposal. The follow-
ing elements are particularly important to permit proper 
evaluation of the proposed equipment. 
1. Comparability of Competitive Proposals — the spe-
cifications should identify a general range of equip-
ment which is to be proposed. 
2. Processing Timing — the specifications should indi-
cate the manner in which operation timings are to 
be presented (both average and peak volume tim-
ings should be requested). This requirement applies 
to input preparation (keypunching, etc.) and sup-
porting equipment (sorting, collating, bursting, 
etc.) as well as to individual computer runs. Timing 
data should be supported by a statement of the basis 
upon which they were developed. 
3. Projected Operating Schedule—the processing time 
for the computer and for the individual units of sup-
porting equipment cannot be viewed in proper per-
spective until the flow of work through all of the 
equipment is scheduled. While the total processing 
time for a particular unit might indicate a 7 5 % 
utilization, it is conceivable that two of these units 
may be required to support efficient scheduling and 
usage of the computer. Specifications should require 
scheduling of all equipment for an average day, so 
that idle time for each unit will be readily apparent 
and adequacy of the equipment can be measured. 
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4. System Cost and Staffing — to establish correlation 
of bids to cost factors established by the study group, 
the specifications should indicate the following data 
to be furnished by the bidders: 
Equipment Rental Cost — the rental price and 
the basis for rental charges. 
Special Equipment Purchase Price — the esti-
mated purchase price of devices suggested by the 
bidder as a part of the processing approach. 
Auxiliary Memory Device Supplies (magnetic 
tape, disks, etc.) — the quantity and cost of such 
items required by the proposed processing system. 
Freight 
Operating Staff — which the manufacturer esti-
mates will be required to support processing: 
Supervision 
Systems and programming 
Computer operations 
Supporting equipment operation 
Control 
Data preparation 
Error correction 
5. Manufacturer Support — the elements which are 
particularly significant are: 
On-site representation 
Computer time for program testing 
Training facilities and services 
Evaluating manufacturers' proposals. This is really the 
moment of truth. It is during this phase that the study 
group will be subjected to a formidable and confus-
ing array of facts and opinions, figures, proposals, ideas, 
suggestions, etc. It is at this time that bidders will exert 
their most energetic and persuasive efforts. It is also at 
this point that the study group will be thankful for die 
clearly stated objectives, the well-defined policies, the ac-
curate internal cost figures, the thoughtfully conceived 
system, and the concise specifications. 
The problem will be to decide which proposal best 
suits the total requirements of the store. Price is certainly 
a key factor, but it can be greatly over-emphasized. 
Other significant considerations will be: die calibre of 
the company, the local office support group, the perform-
ance record of the machine proposed, the potential ex-
pandability of the system, the interest of the company in 
the retail industry, the research program of the company 
in retail and retail-connected efforts, maintenance capa-
bilities, rental and purchase contracts, etc. 
In order to discharge its responsibilities adequately, the 
study group must evolve an organized approach and 
bring a disciplined rating system to bear upon the facts; 
the evaluating method should be weighted to recognize 
the importance of the various factors as they apply to the 
case at hand. Such a rating system should arrange the 
elements to be considered into these three categories: 
Economic 
Equipment capability 
Services and support 
The quantitative emphasis placed on each of these cate-
gories may vary because of local conditions, but care 
must be exercised to prevent any single category from 
becoming an overwhelming influence. As an example, if 
equipment were to represent 7 5 % of the weighted rating, 
it would be impossible for advantages in the two other 
categories, however significant, to become unduly influ-
ential. 
FINAL DETERMINATION 
With the completion of the actual machine demonstra-
tions, the Ingram Study Group now has at its disposal 
all the necessary information upon which to base a rec-
ommendation to management. It can suggest a system 
which will be consistent with the stated objectives of the 
store's management together with a supplier and a 
complement of equipment which will permit the system 
to operate efficiently and economically. 
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SEVENTY-THREE STAFF PEOPLE PROMOTED 
MANAGERS 
James Ascher, Minneapolis 
John Balian, Los Angeles 
Kenneth Bauer, St. Louis 
Robert Bean, San Francisco 
Robert Estes, San Francisco 
Robert Furman, New York 
Richard Herrington, Grand Rapids 
Clarence Holtze, Minneapolis 
Elmer Houghten, Detroit 
Jerry Jackson, Kansas City 
William Johnson, New York 
Donald Keller, Boston 
Jay Lieberman, Milwaukee 
E. A. Duff Macbeth, Atlanta 
Richard Nishkian, San Francisco 
Alfred Ostdiek, Dallas 
Howard Peterson, Detroit 
W. Thomas Porter, Executive Office 
Edward Sallerson, Rochester 
Harry Spaulding, Atlanta 
Norman Swenson, Seattle 
John VanCamp, Chicago 
David Vander Broek, Detroit 
George Vest, Atlanta 
Edward Weinstein, New York 
SUPERVISORS 
AND SENIOR CONSULTANTS 
Robert Acuff, New York 
William Beach, Detroit 
Richard Bodman, San Francisco 
Darryl Boyer, Milwaukee 
Harvey Braun, Detroit 
John Brockschlager, Milwaukee 
Harvey Casher, New York 
Philip Cohen, New York 
Michael Curtis, Seattle 
John Durkin, New York 
James Edgar, Detroit 
Gerald Elmer, Milwaukee 
Charles Fertsch, New York 
Scott Gerrish, Boston 
Homer Gilchrist, Phoenix 
Thomas Gogo, Los Angeles 
Robert Goldschmidt, Cleveland 
Richard Hall, Portland 
Edward Harrington, Boston 
James Lawler, Rochester 
Bray Liston, Detroit 
Richard Lyman, Detroit 
Gerald Mainman, Milwaukee 
Duane V. Midgley, Los Angeles 
James Murdy, Los Angeles 
Alan Murphy, Minneapolis 
Dan Neidlinger, Dayton 
Joseph Nishimura, San Francisco 
James Norberg, San Francisco 
Adolf Paier, Philadelphia 
Robert Patterson, Houston 
Robert Petsche, Kansas City 
Guy Pinkerton, Seattle 
Robert Plain, Washington 
Joseph Rose, New York 
Eugene Schorb, St. Louis 
Lawrence Solomonson, Detroit 
Jerry Spotts, Kansas City 
Robert Stamp, Denver 
Richard Stamper, Dayton 
Kenneth Stocke, Minneapolis 
Jerry Sullivan, San Francisco 
Ramon Vallez, Detroit 
Philip Vanden Berge, Grand Rapids 
Leon Van Luchene, Los Angeles 
David Ward, Detroit 
C. Russell Watson, Kansas City 
George Wright, Atlanta 
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Our New Partners 
NEIL R. BERSCH 
Los Angeles 
LELAND C. PICKENS 
Houston 
JOSEPH F. BUCHAN 
Minneapolis (Principal) 
CARLYLE G. POHLMAN 
Minneapolis 
GENE H. ENGLUND 
San Francisco 
;
 : : 
WILLIAM D. POWER 
Executive Office (Principal) 
STANLEY E. HART 
Boston 
HOWARD L. KELLOGG 
New York 
THOMAS C. LATTER 
Houston 
RAYMOND J. REVERS 
Chicago 
EINAR S. ROSS 
St. Paul 
RICHARD F. VAN DRESSER 
Detroit 
Editor's Note: The partners shown above were promoted from within the firm. Bio-
graphical sketches and pictures of the partners who have come to us through mergers 
will be published in the next issue. 
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CONDOMINIUMS 
by Andrew Ries 
Andrew C. Ries, manager in the tax depart-
ment of our St. Louis office, is a member of 
the American Institute of CPAs, Missouri 
Society of CPAs, and the Missouri Bar Asso-
ciation. He is a member of the Legislative 
Committee of the Missouri Society; chair-
man of the Legislative Committee, St. Louis 
Chapter; and member, Mid-America Tax 
Conference Committee, St. Louis Chapter. 
In the past he has served as a member of 
Council and chairman of Federal Taxation 
Committee of the Missouri Society and as 
chairman, Federal Taxation Committee and 
Legislative Committee, St. Louis Chapter. 
Mr. Ries received a BA in 1950 and a LLB 
in 1952 from St. Louis University. He was 
one of five students of a graduating class of 
1500 who received an Outstanding Senior 
Award. In 1958, after six-years' employ-
ment with a local CPA firm, Mr. Ries joined 
TRB&S. 
A real estate concept as old as Rome is the newest 
vogue in residential investment for thousands of American 
home owners, apartment dwellers and builders. Differing 
in many respects from the co-op, the condominium offers 
unusual features including certain tax advantages equal 
to those for a single residence owner. 
The word "condominium" has a Latin derivation re-
flecting its birth in Roman times. It means control to-
gether or joint ownership. I t begins with the traditional 
idea in the United States of vertical ownership applied to 
the parts of a condominium common to all tenant owners: 
lobbies, elevators, stairways, sidewalks, swimming pools. 
Then, it adds the idea of horizontal ownership which deals 
with the apartment units themselves. 
Historically, the condominium form of ownership orig-
inated in Roman times and has been used for centuries 
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in many parts of Europe. Although it has been used also 
in Latin America for years, it was not until the 1950s that 
condominiums commanded attention in the United 
States. 
In 1958, Puerto Rico passed what it called the "Hori-
zontal Property Act." A few of the states passed statutes 
similar to that of Puerto Rico. However, no more than 
passing interest was given to the condominium concept 
until the Federal Government provided the incentive in 
1961 by amending the National Housing Act with the 
addition of Section 234. 
This section authorized the Federal Housing Authority 
to insure mortgages and deeds of trust covering individual 
condominium units. Regulations have subsequently been 
issued and a model statute has been drafted for use by 
state legislatures. Stimulated by the availability of FHA 
insurance, all states except Maine, New Hampshire and 
Vermont have passed condominium acts, most of them 
based upon the FHA model statute. 
Procedures under a typical condominium act would 
begin with the preparing, signing and filing of a declara-
tion of record by the owners. This declaration, the essen-
tial instrument by which the property is made subject to 
the act, contains three basic parts. 
First, it gives the legal descriptions of the land on which 
the buildings are located, of each unit usually identified 
by floor and number and of common areas such as patio 
or parking location. Then, it shows the value of the entire 
property and of each unit as well as the percentage of 
ownership of common elements. Finally, it encompasses 
other provisions such as voting power on repairs, rebuild-
ing or sale in event of destruction of the property. 
Following the declaration comes the filing of record of 
both a three-dimensional plot from which the individual 
units and common elements can be identified and the by-
laws governing the operation of the unit. Upon comple-
tion of all these steps, all units involved may be transferred 
in fee simple title, leased, rented, mortgaged and dealt 
with as any other real property. 
The co-operative apartment, or co-op, is distinguish-
able from the condominium in four respects: 
1. Ownership. In a condominium the tenant actually 
owns the portion of the building he occupies, a unit. 
The tenant in a co-op is not an owner of the space 
he occupies, but is a shareholder with an arrange-
ment which gives him a lease on a specific apart-
ment. 
2. Maintenance costs and taxes. All costs are spread 
ratably by the co-op, while the condominium owner 
pays only the expenses relating to the common ele-
ments of the building and the land. Maintenance 
costs and taxes are handled individually by each 
condominium owner only for his unit. 
3. Financing. The co-op is financed by one mortgage 
on the entire property; in a condominium, there may 
be as many mortgages as there are units. 
4. Disposition. The co-op owner can usually sublease 
with the permission of the corporation [and he can 
also sell his shares to another person approved by 
the corporation If no buyer is found, he can sur-
render his shares to the corporation, which will re-
lieve him of any personal responsibility for obliga-
tions of the co-op.] A condominium owner is, how-
ever, responsible personally for his mortgage, if any, 
and for his portion of the common element expenses. 
The condominium owner has, of course, much more 
latitude in selling his unit. 
Aspects to be considered from the viewpoint of the 
builder are the same as in any other type of family resi-
dence, namely, market appeal and financing. Builders 
favoring condominiums conclude there is a favorable 
market. A close view of factors involved reveals the rea-
sons for their conclusion: 
1. Rising land costs. Rapidly rising land costs in sub-
urban areas make it possible to offer larger living 
area for the same price by more concentrated use of 
land in a condominium project. The advantage of 
having a location closer to the center of the metro-
politan area is also achieved. 
2. Desire for more leisure time. Market surveys indi-
cate that young executives are working longer hours 
under greater pressure than ever before. As a result, 
they are interested in their leisure time being unin-
hibited by the chores connected with single family 
home ownership. 
3. Senior citizens. Many couples as they advance in 
age are unable or unwilling to wash windows, shovel 
snow, cut grass and do other chores connected with 
single residences, and yet are unwilling to pay rent 
by moving into a rented apartment. 
4. Population explosion. Population surveys indicate 
that there will be a greater number of persons reach-
ing voting age in the next ten years than at any other 
time in our history. Condominium proponents con-
tend that these young couples will not be able to 
afford the two cars necessary in suburbia or the 
down payment for the type of home to which they 
were accustomed. 
5. Status search. Apartment dwellers may qualify for 
(Continued on page 45) 
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Schedule 
of Training 
Courses Dr. Reed Storey, (right) director of research of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, was guest speaker at a dinner meeting held during a 
recent audit training program in New York. Shown 
with Dr. Storey are (left to right) Raymond Perry, 
manager from our National Accounting and Auditing 
staff and William Harter, partner from the New York 
office, (instructors for the program) and Donald J. 
Bevis, partner in the New York office. 
DATE 
July 12-15 
July 12-17 
July 12-16 
July 19-23 
July 26-30 
August 2-6 
August 9-13 
August 9-13 
August 15-27 
August 16-2G 
Sept. 13-17 
Sept. 20-Oct. 1 
Sept. 27-Oct. 1 
Oct. 18-29 
Nov. 8-13 
Nov. 29-Dec. 3 
COURSE 
Audit-EDP Seminar 
1201 Principles of Taxation and Research 
Methodology 
1103 Auditing Objectives, Standards, 
and Procedures 
1102 Evaluation of Internal Control 
1106 Practice Development and 
Professional Responsibilities 
1103 Auditing Objectives, Standards, 
and Procedures 
1103 Auditing Objectives, Standards, 
and Procedures 
1202 Selected Tax Topics — Basic 
National Auditing Conference 
1105 Specialized Accounting and 
Auditing Problems 
1204 Practice Development and 
Administration of a Tax Practice 
1301 Electronic Data Processing 
1322 Banking Services 
1302 Systems Analysis and Profitability 
Accounting 
1201 Principles of Taxation and 
Research Methodology 
1309 Advanced Business Systems 
LOCATION 
Chicago 
New York 
New York 
New York 
New York 
Chicago 
Chicago 
New York 
Michigan State 
University 
New York 
Detroit 
Chicago 
New York 
Milwaukee 
New York 
Chicago 
GUEST SPEAKER 
Prof. Raney, Wayne State Univ. 
Prof. Raney, Wayne State Univ. 
Prof. Davidson, Univ. of Chicago 
Prof. Edwards, Michigan State 
Prof Raney, Wayne State Univ. 
IBM 
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~a 
Story 
~oT 
Growth 
Our Caracas office came into existence in 1956, when 
I Alexander Bratt hired a bi-lingual secretary and began 
his own practice on the third floor of an office building 
in downtown Caracas. Mr. Bratt had just one client, but 
he was convinced that there was a great need in Caracas 
for the services of a completely bi-lingual accountant and 
tax consultant. He saw that many firms in Canada, the 
United States and the United Kingdom were opening 
branches and subsidiaries in Venezuela, and he felt that 
their accounting, administrative and tax problems 
offered a future for anyone willing to take the respon-
sibility. 
| Alex Bratt was right. His firm grew from one client in 
V 1956 to more than 170 clients in 1965. It grew, from a 
one-man bookkeeping and tax practice, to have a staff 
of 21. Today it is the largest Venezuelan public account-
ing firm, and this year its gross fees rank it fourth in size 
among the eight international firms in Venezuela. 
Venezuela has traditionally been hospitable to foreign 
investment. The country is immensely rich in natural 
resources, the tax rates are comparatively low, and there 
are no restrictions on foreign currency. The Venezuelan 
people are enjoying the present construction boom, and 
are justly proud of their nation's political stability and 
stable currency. The current economic expansion in 
Venezuela is now 30 months old and the gross national 
product is expected to gain 7% to 9% in 1965 in com-
parison with 7.6% in 1964.* Conditions for growth and 
expansion, then, are excellent. 
The story of the growth of our Caracas office cannot 
be properly told unless it encompasses the people who 
have made many personal sacrifices and praiseworthy 
j contributions to its development. During the past nine 
years, therefore, its rapid growth has been the product 
* According to Coordiplan, the Government Planning Office. 
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Alexander Bratt 
Partner in charge 
of the collective efforts of the following people. 
Alexander Bratt majored in accounting and public 
administration. He came to Venezuela with his parents 
after his graduation from St. Mary's College in Trinidad, 
and before he started his own practice he had spent 
eight and a half years with two of the "Big Eight" 
accounting firms. He received special training in audit 
techniques in both the United States and in Venezuela, 
and also became known as a specialist on Venezuelan 
taxes. He is the author of several articles on auditing 
and Venezuelan taxes for the A.S.A. Journal and the 
Venezuelan College of Accountants. 
Mr. Bratt establishes the basic policies of the Caracas 
office, and is a strong believer in adequate on-the-job 
training. The firm awards university scholarships to the 
junior and semi-senior auditors who show promise, and 
thus the change-over of their audit personnel is consid-
ered to be the best in the profession in Venezuela. 
Before joining the firm in 1965, Antonio Alvarado had 
been chief accountant and comptroller of two large U.S. 
companies in Venezuela. A senior on the audit staff, he 
obtained his CPA degree at the Catholic University in 
1963 and is an active member of the Venezuelan College 
of Public Accountants and Business Administrators. 
Andrew Thomas 
23 
Each employee is compensated for his individual efforts 
and contributions to the growth and prestige of the firm, 
and each receives his proportionate share of 40% of 
the annual net profit of the office as a special incentive 
bonus, even though the bonus stipulated by Venezuelan 
law is just one week's salary. 
Isaias Cimarro is manager of the Caracas office. He 
joined the firm in 1961, after spending ten years on the 
audit staff of one of the Big Eight firms. He has an MBA 
degree from the Central University of Venezuela, a CPA 
degree from the Catholic University of Venezuela, and 
is a prominent member of the Venezuelan College of 
Public Accountants and Business Administrators. Mr. 
Cimarro is known for his staff leadership and has initi-
tiated many of the staff training techniques. 
In 1962, Dimas Gamier joined the firm as audit super-
visor, after gaining more than twenty years of accounting 
experience as chief accountant, internal auditor, and 
comptroller in Venezuela's largest airline, petroleum, 
and construction companies. Mr. Gamier obtained his 
CPA degree from the Catholic University of Venezuela 
and is a prominent member of the Venezuelan College 
of Public Accountants and Business Administrators. 
Gonzalo Tabare, a senior on the staff, joined the firm 
in 1957 and in 1962 the firm awarded him a University 
scholarship. He is studying at night for his CPA degree 
at Catholic University and expects to graduate next year. 
Juan Rivera, a senior on the audit staff, also joined 
the firm in 1957. He, too, was awarded a scholarship. He 
graduated from the American School of Accountancy in 
1959. He is presently studying a special course on Vene-
zuelan taxation. 
Faustino Gonzalez, a semi-senior on the staff, joined 
the firm as a junior accountant in 1961 and a year later 
was awarded a firm scholarship at Catholic University, 
where he is presently studying for his CPA degree. 
Jose Gonzalez Valeron, a semi-senior on the audit 
staff, joined the firm in 1962 and obtained his CPA 
degree at Catholic University in 1963. He is also a mem-
ber of the Venezuelan College of Public Accountants 
and Business Administrators. 
Another semi-senior, Jose Mujica, joined the firm in 
1963 and was awarded a scholarship to continue his 
studies for his CPA degree at Catholic University, where 
Isaias Cimarro 
Manager of our Caracas office 
Dimas Gamier 
Our audit supervisor 
Gonzalo Tabare 
Senior on our staff 
Faustino Gonzalez 
Semi-senior on our staff 
Jose Mujica 
Semi-senior on our audit std 
Juan Rovira 
Senior on our audit staff 
Antonio Alvarado 
Senior on our audit staff 
Jose Gonzales Valeron 
Semi-senior on our audit stc 
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he expects to graduate this year. 
Andrew Thomas is a bi-lingual confidential secretary. 
It is said that the Caracas office revolves around him be-
cause of his strict sense of responsibility and many years 
of experience as the supervisor of the secretarial pool of 
one of Venezuela's largest American oil companies. Mr. 
Thomas has managed the secretarial staff and general 
office services since 1960. 
The personnel of the Caracas office are noted for their 
fluent use of English, and no doubt this has been a con-
tributing factor in their ability to render service to clients 
from a large variety of industries. Major among these 
are Chrysler de Venezuela, S.A.; American Motor Cor-
poration; Parke, Davis & Company; Kaiser Engineers & 
Constructors, Inc.; and the Kellogg Company. 
Mr. Bratt states that "Each of our Caracas office em-
ployees has learned that by working together as a fine 
team, their collective efforts and enthusiastic contribu-
tions will certainly enhance the reputation of TRB&S in 
Venezuela. The Caracas office looks forward with justifi-
able enthusiasm and confidence to the successful future of 
TRB&S, and the profitable operations of our clients in 
Venezuela." 
Panoramic view of Eastern Caracas. Our office 
is in the tall building in the center. 
(Reading from left to right): Seated — Carmen de Pernia; Gladys Ortiz Perez; Rosa Maria Gil; Viviane DeLeuze, and 
Margarita Norgaard. Standing — Edmundo Natera; Antonio Alvarado; Tubilo Lombao; Nicolas Hernandez; Andrew 
Thomas; Dimas Gamier; Alexander Bratt; Isaias Cimarro; Gonzalo Tabarc; Juan Rovira; Jose Mujica; Alberto Peraza; 
Carlos Rodriguez; Jose Gonzalez Valeron; Faustino Gonzalez and Ramon Perez. 
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SCHOOL BOARD PROBLEMS: 
The Need for Meaningful 
Interim Financial Reporting 
by Milton H. Kuyers 
School Board members have always been committed 
to the principle of providing the best possible educational 
opportunities for their communities with the least expend-
iture of money. At each Board meeting, the decisions 
made are aimed at conforming as closely as possible to 
this principle. Accordingly, consideration is given at each 
decision-making point to the two facets of this principle: 
(1) the necessity of determining what the educational 
program is to be, as well as the guidance thereof; (2) the 
need to determine and control the costs of such a pro-
gram. 
For a number of years, School Board members have 
felt that most of their responsibility for the finances of 
the school district has been taken care of by their careful 
reviewing and approving of the annual budget. Accord-
ingly, financial control and the reporting of operating-
results for the period did not become very important to 
the Board until the last few months of the budget year. 
The Board members turned their attention at this time 
to the operating results so that they might exercise what-
ever control they could to make sure that actual expend-
itures would not exceed the annual budgeted amounts. 
In recent years, however, Board members have become 
more and more concerned with operating results through-
out the year. This concern has arisen primarily because 
of the steadily rising cost of education, which is passed 
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on to the public through increases in property taxes. 
Each .year, operation of our public schools requires a 
larger portion of the community's tax dollar. In some 
communities, the schools' share of the total property tax 
levy is as much as 90 per cent. Necessarily, great care is 
taken in reviewing the budget requests before the annual 
budget is approved. These budgets, therefore, are usually 
very realistic. Because of this fact, the School Board now 
faces the challenge of necessary interim financial control. 
Deficiencies of Most School Interim Financial Reports: 
Since School Boards do face the problem of close in-
terim financial control, the members have to know when 
decisions on spending are required and what each deci-
sion costs. This information should be provided by mean-
ingful interim financial reports. 
The deficiencies of many school district interim reports 
are largely responsible for the inability of many Boards 
(1) Comparison of expenditures to date with the 
budget for the entire year. 
(2) Too much insignificant detail provided for the 
Board members' review. 
(3) Reports not presented to the School Board on a 
timely basis. 
(4) No indication in the reports as to what effect 
decisions made by the Board will have on the 
entire year's operating results. 
(5) Charts of accounts that do not provide the break-
down of expenditures required for proper, intel-
ligent analysis and appraisal of operations. 
Deficiency — Comparison of Expenditures to Date with 
the Budget for the Entire Year: 
Many of the interim budget reports used by school 
districts include only a comparison of expenditures to 
date with the annual budget. An example of an interim 
budget report that is widely used follows: 
ANYWHERE CONSOLIDATED S C H O O L D I S T R I C T 
First Quarter Budget Statement 
Annual 
Budget 
Expenditures 
for First 
Quarter 
Salaries 2,400,000 
Utilities 100,000 
Unexpended 
Balance 
School Board Appraisal of 
Presented Operating Results 
Textbooks $ 80,000 $ 56,000 $ 24,000 School Board member decides that textbooks 
appear to be overspent by a large amount. 
FACT—80 per cent of required textbooks 
have already been purchased and, accord-
ingly, the account will be underspent by 
$10,000 for the year. 
620,000 1,780,000 School Board member decides in his review 
that salaries are overspent by $20,000. 
FACT—diagnosis of overspending is cor-
rect. However, because nonprofessional pay 
raises follow the calendar year and a salary 
adjustment is budgeted for the second half 
of the year, salaries are already overspent 
by $50,000. 
15,000 85,000 School Board member believes that utility 
expenses are well under budget. FACT— 
10 per cent of budget is usually spent in 
the first quarter of the year. The account 
is likely to be overspent by $5,000 for the 
year. 
to make timely and intelligent financial decisions during 
the year. There are times when the information, for one 
reason or another, is not readily available. In addition, 
the figures may be presented in such form that the peo-
ple receiving the reports are unable to make an intelli-
gent appraisal of the operating results. Specific deficien-
cies that characterize many School Board interim finan-
cial reports are these: 
The real problem, as may be noted from this report 
example, is that Board members have not been given the 
proper guideposts with which to measure current oper-
ating results. The annual budget is compared properly 
with the actual expenditures for the entire year. It fol-
lows that the annual budget cannot be compared prop-
erly with less than a year's actual expenditures and give 
the reader a meaningful comparison. 
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This example is presented to show how important the 
rate-of-expenditure-budgeting technique is to preparation 
of meaningful interim reports. At the time the budget 
is developed, not only the total amount to be spent 
should be decided, but also the rate of expenditure has 
to be determined (when the expenditures are planned 
to be made during the year). A six-month actual ex-
penditure compared with a six-month budget is a much 
more meaningful comparison than a six-month actual 
expenditure with the total year's budget. 
Deficiency—Too Much Insignificant Detail Provided for 
the Board Members' Review: 
Often, School Boards receive reports that, in fact, are 
complete listings of all of the expenditure accounts used by 
the school district. Although the detail is necessary for 
the analysis and control exercised by the school's business 
office, it is not needed by the Board. In large industrial 
concerns, the Board of Directors receives a summary 
report which gives the information it needs in order to 
make decisions. These directors do not receive a detailed 
listing of all of the departmental expense accounts used 
by the concern. 
The large quantity of small accounts presented in 
report form tends to hide the important variations from 
budget with which the Board members should be con-
cerned. In other words, the Board members should be 
concerned with exceptions. I t follows that exceptions 
should be readily apparent in the reports presented to 
the Board. 
Deficiency—Reports Not Presented to the School Board 
on a Timely Basis: 
Proper financial control can be exercised by the School 
Board only if it has timely information pointing to items 
requiring action. 
The time element is an important part of good report-
ing procedure whether it be in school districts or in any 
other enterprise. It is an important part because timely 
reporting can produce timely decisions that may result 
in lowered expenditures for items the Board may not 
wish to have continued. 
We have seen monthly reports prepared for Board 
member use given to the members as much as six or 
eight weeks after the end of this month in question. At 
that point, an item which might have been controlled by 
a timely Board decision has cost the district three or four 
times more than it should have. The real problem about 
a situation such as the one described above is that the 
Board had no opportunity, at the time financial control 
was required to exercise the control that is a part of its 
assigned responsibilities. 
Reports should be given to the Board members as soon 
as possible after the closing of a month. These reports 
should not be held until the next regularly scheduled 
Board meeting but should be mailed immediately upon 
completion. 
Deficiency — No Indication in the Reports as to What 
Effect Decisions Made by the Board Will Have on the 
Entire Year's Operating Results: 
To give Board members a complete financial picture 
at any point in time, the interim financial report should 
show the estimated effect of decisions already made on 
the entire year's operating results. For example, even if 
a proper comparison is made between a six-month budget 
amount and a six-month actual expenditure category, 
the presented figures will not give the reader the esti-
mated result for the entire year. This estimated result 
for the entire year is probably the most important figure 
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on any school district interim financial report. There are 
few School Board interim financial reports that include 
this extremely important information. 
The effect of such decisions as the hiring of additional 
personnel for the remainder of the year should be set 
forth in these interim reports. Another decision could be 
the replacement of one who has resigned with either a 
higher- or lower-salaried person. 
The Board should know at the end of each month, as 
scientifically as can be projected, what the total annual 
picture is anticipated to be. With this information, intel-
ligent and timely financial decisions can be made 
throughout the year. 
Deficiency—Charts of Accounts That Do Not Provide 
the Breakdown of Expenditures Required for Intelligent 
Analysis and Appraisal of Operations: 
In their charts of accounts, many school districts have 
not broken down their expenditures among the schools 
of the district. Other districts include a number of dif-
ferent expense items in one expenditure category. Because 
of this situation, comparisons of actual expenditures with 
budgeted expenditures do not produce the decision-
compelling results they should. Overspending is offset by 
underspending, and neither exception receives its proper 
attention. Any interim financial statement prepared from 
these accounts could not give the meaningful informa-
tion required by the Board. 
Type of Report Needed: 
So far, we have been discussing general deficiencies of 
most School Board interim financial reports. Let us now 
turn our attention to the type of report that will fit the 
requirements suggested in the previous discussion. The 
following report example has these extremely important 
features: 
(1) The report is in summary form and is easy to 
read. The reader can evaluate operating results 
easily. 
(2) Exceptions are readily apparent and are explained. 
Decisions can now be made intelligently. 
(3) The report presents the estimated effect on the 
annual picture. The Board can know currently 
whether decisions now made will result in an 
overspent or underspent annual budget. 
The report is in two parts: the first is the summary 
shown in the example; the second is a written analysis 
of the results presented in the first part. 
ANYWHERE SCHOOL'S M O N T H L Y BUDGET SUMMARY 
SALARIES — 
General Control 
Instructional 
Operation 
Maintenance 
Cafeteria and 
Health Services 
EXPENSES — 
General Control 
Instructional 
Operation 
Maintenance 
Cafeteria and 
Health Services 
Other 
Disbursements 
Transportation 
CAPITAL 
OUTLAY 
DEBT SERVICE 
CONTINGENT 
FUND 
TOTAL 
Original 
Budget 
$ 112,264 
3,733,812 
328,053 
98,659 
94,315 
$4,367,103 
$ 34,152 
250,546 
263,433 
140,499 
137,300 
37,482 
27,034 
$ 890,446 
$ 184,726 
724,500 
52,000 
$ 961,226 
$6,218,775 
a ix i 
Additional 
Appropria-
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
tions 
1,800 
6,162 
14,234 
3,790 
4,946 
30,932 
2,000 
2,000 
4,000 
(36,932) 
$(32,932) 
$ —0— 
viomns x^nae 
Adjusted 
Budget 
$ 114,064 
3,739,974 
342,287 
102,449 
99,261 
$4,398,035 
$ 34,152 
250,546 
263,433 
142,499 
137,300 
37,482 
27,034 
$ 892,446 
$ 188,726 
724,500 
15,068 
$ 928,294 
$6,218,775 
a uecemDer 
6 Mos. 
Original 
Budget 
$ 55,685 
2,152,839 
170,569 
46,415 
58,447 
$2,483,955 
$ 22,150 
135,671 
150,740 
47,319 
75,515 
17,900 
17,500 
$ 466,795 
$ 128,470 
407,600 
$ 536,070 
$3,486,820 
Di, iyo4-
6 Mos. 
Actual 
Budget 
$ 50,938 
2,166,934 
176,314 
48,440 
57,440 
$2,500,066 
$ 15,541 
128,798 
144,974 
49,353 
71,987 
18,169 
18,436 
$ 447,258 
$ 122,692 
407,600 
$ 530,292 
$3,477,616 
6 Mos. 
Variances 
Favorable 
(Unfavor-
able) 
$ 4,747 
(14,095) 
( 5,745) 
( 2,025) 
1,007 
$(16,111) 
$ 6,609 
6,873 
5,766 
( 2,034) 
3,528 
( 269) 
( 936) 
$ 19,537 
$ 5,778 
—0— 
$ 5,778 
$ 9,204 
Projected 
Additional 
(Over) 
Under 
$ 3,000 
(10,000) 
2,000 
( 2,000) 
1,000 
$( 6,000) 
$ 2,000 
( 4,000) 
1,000 
4,000 
( 2,000) 
1,000 
1,000 
$ 3,000 
$ —0— 
—0— 
15,000 
$ 15,000 
$ 12,000 
Projected 
Annual 
(Over) 
Under 
$ 7,747 
(24,095) 
( 3,745) 
( 4,025) 
2,007 
$(22,111) 
$ 8,609 
2,873 
6,766 
1,966 
1,528 
731 
64 
$ 22,537 
$ 5,778 
—0— 
15,000 
$ 20,778 
$ 21,204 
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An example of the written analysis of the results pre-
sented in the report summary would be as follows: 
Salaries — General Control: . 
Projected Annual 
Under (Over) 
One fewer person hired in the busi-
ness office than budgeted $5,000 
Extra overtime worked by Superin-
tendent's staff in preparing build-
ing needs projection (1,200) 
One secretary in Superintendent's 
office quit in September—not to be 
replaced 4,000 
$7,800 
The guesswork is taken out of the report. I t presents 
to the reader only the pertinent facts with which he is 
concerned. 
Prerequisites for This Effective Reporting: 
The three prime requisites for making this type of 
report possible in the first place, and then effective, are: 
(1) a detailed chart of accounts designed especially to 
fit the school district's needs; (2) budget techniques that 
include rates of expenditure on a paid basis for salaries, 
project budgeting for specific maintenance and capital 
outlay items, and rates of expenditure on a committed 
basis for all other expenses; (3) timely preparation and 
presentation of the reports. 
In conclusion, it may be reiterated that good budget 
control techniques are essential to good reporting. Both 
good budget control and good reporting are necessary 
tools for every school district. School Board members 
need the right financial tools in order to make intelligent 
decisions. Meaningful, timely interim financial reports 
can supply this need. 
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Captain is TRB&S CLIENT 
f
mebim& 
w& 
twe^ 
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The America's Cup, 114 year old trophy won by the yacht 
America in 1851, has remained in the headquarters of the 
New York Yacht Club since that time. Last American vic-
tor over the British challengers is Eric Kidder with his 
12-Meter yacht, "Constellation". 
Eric Ridder, of Locust Valley, Long Island, New York, 
has two widely different titles. In the newspaper, T.V. and 
radio world, he is referred to as publisher Eric Ridder. In 
the sea going and yacht loving and sports world he is 
known as Skipper Eric Ridder, captain of the 12-meter 
yacht Constellation which, in September of 1964, in the 
19th of the world-famed America's Gup Races off New-
port, Rhode Island defeated the English yacht Sovereign, 
latest British challenger for possession of the cup. 
The America's Cup, a 27 inch antique silver pitcher of 
richly ornate Victorian design, has been described by 
magazine and newspaper writers as "yachting's most hal-
lowed hardware" and even as "yachting's Holy Grail." 
It was brought to the United States in 1851 after the 
schooner America defeated its British rival in a race 
around the Isle of Wight. Since that time it has remained 
*A TRB&S client. 
enthroned in the New York Yacht Club through Ameri-
can victories over nineteen challengers for its possession. 
Americans across the country became aware of the 
significance and romance of yachting when Sir Thomas 
Lipton, founder of Lipton, Inc.,* the most successful Eng-
lish yachtsman of his day, tried to return the trophy to 
England. Beginning in 1898, he challenged the American 
rivals five different times with five different green-hulled 
yachts, each named the "Shamrock" and each time he 
failed nobly. The last of his Shamrocks lost in 1930 and 
Sir Thomas (then 80) told reporters, "It 's no use. I can't 
win." Thousands of Americans were so touched that a 
group led by Will Rogers and New York Mayor Jimmy 
Walker contributed to a fund to present the gallant yachts-
man with a solid gold Tiffany des;gned loving cup. 
Eric Ridder, 47, a third generation member of a dis-
tinguished newspaper family, is possessed, like Sir Thomas, 
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Eric Ridder 
of a deep devotion to yachting and has for many years 
dreamed of representing his country in the Cup races. A 
six-meter Olympic champion, he inherited his love of 
sailing from his father, Joseph E. Ridder, 79, chairman 
of the board and senior officer of Ridder Publications Inc. 
He himself is vice president, secretary and assistant treas-
urer of the Ridder Publications and publisher of the New 
York Journal of Commerce. 
The men of the Ridder family publications are reputed 
to be publicity shy, but publicity took over in the fall of 
1963 with the announcement that Eric Ridder and Walter 
Gubelmann had formed the Constellation Syndicate to 
build a 12-Meter Class sloop. The sloop would compete 
in the summer of 1964 for the place of defender of the 
Cup against the challenge from the Royal Thames Yacht 
Club of London. The syndicate roster included 32 names, 
many of them big time figures prominent in offshore 
racing. Members of the yachting press estimate that 
$500,000 was raised to build the boat and campaign her 
through the races. (Eric Ridder and his father and brother 
contributed materially to this sum.) 
The boat was built at Minneford Yacht Yard, City 
Island, New York. She was the third Cup defender to be 
The Constellation Crew 
designed by Naval architect Olin J. Stephens 2d; Mr. 
Stephens also designed the Columbia, the first 12-Meter 
defender of the Cup in 1958. 
Ridder was appointed skipper and he and Robert N. 
Bavier, secretary and advertising manager of Yachting 
Magazine and author of books on racing rules and tactics, 
who had been sailing competitively since he was six years 
old, acted as helmsmen. 
Along with the selection of the crew the boat was given 
its name, Constellation. While Constellation was the name 
of the syndicate it was also the name of the frigate which 
shared with the Constitution (Old Ironsides) the distinc-
tion of being the bulwark of the U. S. Navy in post revo-
lutionary days. A copper spike made by Paul Revere for 
the original Constellation was placed under the base of 
the mast along with a silver dollar, thus subscribing to an 
ancient sea tradition that a coin so placed is a harbinger 
of good luck. 
In a story recording the progress of the building of the 
boat the New York Times called her "a beautiful example 
of the American shipwright's art." The Times' picture of 
her launching off Minneford Yacht Yard with 300 invited 
guests and hundreds of other watchers was captioned 
"Birth of a Sailing Hope." 
Through the preliminary races off Oyster Bay in June 
and the trials off Newport, Rhode Island, in July and 
August the competing boats sailed across magazine covers 
and newspaper pages in beautiful and dramatic photo-
graphs, exciting the imagination even of people unfamiliar 
with yachting techniques or the yachting vocabulary. The 
four rival contenders for defense of the Cup included Con-
stellation, another new 12-Meter named American Eagle 
(backed by the Aurora Syndicate headed by Pierre S. 
Dupont) and two older boats. Boston's 1962 built Nefer-
titi and the Columbia, which made the first 12-Meter de-
fense of the Cup in 1958. Another boat, The Easterner, 
was eliminated by its owners early in the races. 
The English challengers, also competing off Newport, 
received the same photographic and editorial attention. 
They were the Kurrewa V, jointly financed by British and 
Australian ^money, and the Sovereign, owned by London 
financier Anthony Boyden. Helmsman of the Sovereign 
was 56 year old Peter Markham Scott, son of the famous 
arctic explorer Falcon Scott, also Britain's gliding cham-
pion, an ex-Olympic yachting medalist, a renowned water-
flower painter and one of the world's leading ornitholo-
gists. 
Altogether, boats and crews were the best the United 
States and England could provide in men and 12-meters. 
Changes in boat crews and in the boats themselves were 
meticulously covered by the press. On August 15 the New 
York Times reported "When the final trials that will lead 
one of the four 12-meter yachts into the distinguished role 
of America's Cup defender begin Monday none will be 
precisely the boat she was the last time she was under the 
fire of competition. . . . Constellation has been changed 
the least. . . . The trials will continue until the New York 
Yacht Club's selection committee is convinced that it has 
found the best yacht." 
Shortly after the final trials began the two older boats 
were eliminated and Constellation and American Eagle 
engaged in a final racing duel. Almost up to this time the 
newspaper pundits had been inclined to favor the Ameri-
can Eagle with such pronouncements as "the Eagle is in 
the dominant position to be chosen U. S. defender against 
the British" and "the Eagle is most swift and sure." 
The Constellation won none of the three races in which 
she was paired against the American Eagle during the 
preliminary trials on Long Island Sound in June or the 
July observation trials off Newport. But she did win four 
of six races in the two-week New York Yacht Club series 
which, although these did not count in choosing the Cup 
defender, was considered an impressive comeback over 
her archrival. 
Then in a sudden victorious upsurge she was victor over 
the American Eagle in six of their seven final races and 
became defender of the America's Cup against the British 
challenger. In this case the challenger was Sovereign 
which had defeated the Kurrewa V for the fourth time 
in six races. 
The remainder of the story is best told in quoted head-
lines— "Constellation Wins First Cup Race By a Mile", 
"Sovereign Loses 2d Race in Row", "U. S. Yacht Victor 
3d Time", "Connie Wins 4th Race in a Row", "America's 
Cup Stays in America", "Yachting's Holy Grail Stays 
Home". 
And so Eric Ridder went back to the Wall Street offices 
of the New York Journal of Commerce with a lifelong 
dream fulfilled. 
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John K. Shank from our Dayton office was honored in June when he was 
awarded a Certificate for Second Highest Proficiency in the Ohio CPA Exam-
ination of May, 1964. Presenting the award is John S. Schott, president of 
The Ohio Society; Mrs. Shank attended the luncheon and Fred J. Cox, chair-
man of the Professional Development Committee of The Ohio Society, gave 
the presentation speech. 
Gail N. Brown (right), partner in charge of our Rochester office, 
presents the South Atlantic Chapter of the National Society of 
Accountants for Cooperatives with their charter at the annual meet-
ing. Accepting the charter is Clifton N. Smith, president of the 
chapter and controller, Farmers Cooperative Exchange, Inc., 
Raleigh, N.C. Mr. Brown is vice president of the national society. 
Last month Walter Diamond spoke at 
the World's Fair before the Foreign 
Credit Interchange Bureau of the Na-
tional Association of Credit Manage-
ment. Excerpts from his address which 
dealt with foreign investments were 
published in both the House and the 
Senate Congressional Records. Mr. Dia-
mond is Director of our International 
Tax Division. 
Richard E. Sprague was treasurer of the Inter-
national Federation of Information Processors 
Congress at their annual meeting in New York. 
Mr. Sprague, a pioneer in electronic data proc-
essing (he holds 18 patents), is Director of the 
TRB&S Advanced Business Systems Office. 
Stephen I. Finney, partner in the Chicago office, was guest 
speaker at Harvard University this summer. His lecture, 
given before a class of first-year graduate students, was on 
"Accounting for Leasing Companies." 
The Boston office has moved to new quarters on the 24th floor of the Prudential Tower Building. Shown at the 
lease-signing are Peter H. Smith, United Fruit; Gilbride McManus, R. M. Bradley & Co., Inc., leasing agent; 
Hugh Dysart, partner in charge of the Boston office; and Donald F. Manchee, associate general manager, 
building management department, Prudential Insurance Company of America. Prudential receptionist Nanci 
Doudt presents the lease. 
Speaking Engagements 
SPEAKER DATE 
Advanced Business Systems 
BLUMENTHAL, SHERMAN G. June 23 
SUBJECT 
Real-Time Systems Planning 
HEAD, ROBERT V. 
SPRAGUE, RICHARD E. 
Atlanta 
DRYDEN, E. R. 
SPAULDING, HARRY 
Chicago 
BRAGG, JAMES R. 
BROWN, CHARLES F. 
DAVIDSON, H. JUSTIN 
June 28 
Aug. 13 
May 10 
May 19 
June 7 
June 30-
J u l y l 
May 18 
Aug. 18-19 
Sept. 9 
July 13 
June 11 
June 14 
June 22 
Aug. 5-6 
Aug. 16 
Aug. 17 
Real-Time Business Systems 
Workshop on Real-Time Systems 
Management Information Systems 
Retail EDP of the Future 
The Store of 1970 
Electronic Business Systems—1984 
Integrated Information Systems 
Profitability Accounting 
EDP Concepts 
Third Generation Computers 
Handling Receivables and Payables 
on EDP 
Pricing 
Make or Buy Decisions 
Electronic Data Processing Systems 
Quantitative Techniques in Account-
ing 
Statistical Sampling 
Theory and Practice in Management 
Science 
Keeping Control Over the Computer 
36 
AUDIENCE 
American Management Association Conference on 
Real-Time Business Systems 
Army Materiel Command 
Northwest Computing Conference 
Carnegie Institute of Technology 
Annual Controllers' Meeting 
Associated Merchandise Corporation 
NRMA Board of Directors Store Presidents' Con-
ference 
National Association of Accountants — 
National Meeting 
National Association of Accountants, Atlanta 
Chapter 
Florida Retail Controllers' Association, 
West End, Bahamas 
Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry 
Michigan Retail Study Group 
University of Wisconsin—Management Institute, 
Profitability Accounting Seminar 
Sears, Roebuck and Company, Factory 
Controllers' Seminar 
Illinois Society of CPAs, Annual Meeting 
National Association for Bank Audit, Control and 
Operation—Madison, Wisconsin 
University of Chicago, Computer Seminar 
Western States Regional Controllers' Congress 
T H E Q U A R T E R L Y 
SPEAKER 
GEORGEN, DONALD 
PETRAN, ANTON S. 
Cleveland 
BONI, GREGORY M. 
Dallas 
ROBERTS, ALAN H. 
Dayton 
WALLACE, IRL C. 
DATE 
June 4 
Aug. 4-6 
June 15 
Oct. 22 
May 17 
July 13 
SUBJECT AUDIENCE 
Year-End Closing Techniques for Insurance Accounting and Statistics Association 
Insurance Companies 
Detroit 
BODMAN, HENRY E., II 
DITRI, ARNOLD E. 
EDGAR, JAMES M. 
M L O T , A L M. 
Executive Office 
BEYER, ROBERT 
DIAMOND, WALTER H. 
J U N E , MARJORIE 
LOFTUS, JOANNE M. 
PORTER, W. THOMAS 
TRUEBLOOD, ROBERT M. 
June 28 
May 27 
May 10 
June 10 
Family Held Businesses 
Profit Planning and Control 
Management in the New Era 
American Management Association Seminar 
American Society of Women Accountants 
The Gray Iron Foundries Society National 
Convention—St. Louis, Missouri 
  Are You Getting The Most Mileage Southwestern Retail Controllers' Association 
Out of Your Tax Dollar 
Modern Auditing Concepts and Phi- Air Force Institute of Technology 
losophy 
Oct. 
Dec. 
Feb. 
18 
15 
2, 
'66 
June 18 
July 7 
Sept. 
Jan. 
June 
Feb. 
June 
June 
Aug. 
Nov. 
29 
5, '66 
26 
22, '66 
21 
23 
9 
10 
Communicating Financial Operating 
Data to Management 
Computer Systems-Lease versus Pur-
chase 
Designing and Organizing a System 
of Financial Reports to Manage-
ment 
Joint Bank Examination by CPA and 
Supervisory Agencies 
Profitability Accounting 
Profitability Accounting 
Profitability Accounting 
Investment and Export Trends 
How Voluntary Restrictions Affect 
Exports 
Corporate Acquisitions and Mergers 
Abroad 
U.S. Trade Outlook in 1966 
Financial Statements and Reporting 
Accounting Records 
Cost Center Concept 
Long-Range Objectives Committee 
The Future of the Accounting Pro-
fession 
The Organizational Problems of Ad-
vanced Business Systems 
The Accounting Profession—What's 
Ahead 
American Trucking Association, Finance Division 
Detroit Research Company Seminar and Workshop 
on Operations Research Applications in Banking 
American Management Association Seminar, 
Chicago 
National Association of Supervisors of State Banks-
District # 2 Annual Conference 
National Association of Accountants, 
Kansas City Chapter 
National Association of Accountants, 
Pittsburgh Chapter 
National Association of Accountants, 
Morristown, New Jersey Chapter 
Motor and Equipment Manufacturers Association, 
Export Credit Group 
Foreign Credit Interchange Bureau 
American Management Association 
Machinery and Metals Export Club 
American Society of Women Accountants 
Treasurers Workshop 
Family Service Association of America—Executive 
Program for Directors of Agencies 
Illinois Society of CPAs, Chicago—Seminar 
Rutgers University 
University of Chicago—Computer Seminar 
Colorado Society of CPAs 
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SPEAKER DATE SUBJECT AUDIENCE 
Kansas City 
TRANZOW, FRANK Oct. 26 Profitability Accounting American Society of Women Accountants, 
Kansas City Chapter 
Los Angeles 
WOODARD, GERALD May 22 Payroll Expense Control National Retail Merchants Association Controllers' 
Congress—Houston, Texas 
Milwaukee 
D E T R O Y E , WILLIAM 
MAINMAN, GERALD 
ROBERTSON, LOWELL L. 
TRAWICKI, DONALD J. 
Oct. 11 Profitability Accounting University of Wisconsin—Seminar 
Sept. 13 Finance and Accounting for Non- University of Wisconsin—Seminar 
Financial Executives 
Minneapolis 
BUCHAN, J O S E P H 
MOORE, WILLIAM 
NELSON, DOWLAN 
STOCKE, K E N N E T H 
TRACY, WARD 
R E U S S , ROBERT 
TRANZOW, FRANK 
May 24-26 
June 8 
July 13 
May 24-26 
May 24-26 
May 24-26 
May 27 
May 20 
Variable Budget and Breakeven An-
alysis 
Chart of Accounts, Standard Costs, 
and Flexible Budgets 
Selective Inventory Management 
Sales, Production, and Inventory 
Budgets — Cash Budgeting and 
Capital Budgeting 
Budgeting Materials, Direct Labor 
and Manufacturing Expense 
Cost of Goods Sold and Selling and 
Administrative Expense Budget 
Management Services 
Minnesota Society of CPAs—Small Business 
Budgeting Seminar 
University of Wisconsin, Profitability 
Accounting Seminar 
Midwest Retail Study Group, Chicago 
Minnesota Society of CPAs—Small Business 
Budgeting Seminar 
Minnesota Society of CPAs— Small Business 
Budgeting Seminar 
Minnesota Society of CPAs—Small Business 
Budgeting Seminar 
St. Cloud State College, Accounting Club 
Profitability Accounting and Market- American Management Association Profitability 
ing Cost Accounting Seminar, Chicago 
May 24-26 Budget Reports and Analysis of Var- Minnesota Society of CPAs—Small Business 
iance Budgeting Seminar 
New York 
ACKERMAN, SANFORD S. 
BROWN, VICTOR H. 
May 18 
May 
Aug. 
June 
21 
5 
16 
July 28-29 
Sept, 
Oct. 
Oct. 
2 
12 
30 
The Management Scientist's Role in 
Social Action Programs 
Statistical Sampling in Retailing 
The Decision to Automate: From 
Feasibility Study to Installation 
Return on Investment as a Compre-
hensive Management Tool 
The Nature of Distribution Costs 
Make or Buy Decisions 
Capital Budgeting 
Discounted Cash Flow 
Introduction to Profitability Ac-
counting and Control 
Structuring Accounts 
TIMS 
Dayton—Cincinnati Chapter 
Fredrick Atkins Group Stores Meeting, Houston 
Civil Service Commission 
American Management Association—Return 
on Investment Seminar 
American Management Association— 
Distribution Cost Seminar 
American Management Association—• 
Profitability Accounting Seminar 
National Association of Accountants, 
Waterbury Chapter 
American Management Association— 
Profitability Accounting Seminar 
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SPEAKER 
BURCHFIELD, D . V . 
GIBBONS, R. P. 
J O H N S O N , WILLIAM 
MICHAELS, ARTHUR 
OPITZ , ROY B. 
SPORER, MAX F. 
WANTA, R. N. 
Philadelphia 
AZPELL, WILLIAM L. 
DATE SUBJECT 
July 29 A Marketing Information Feedback 
System 
Information Required for Direction 
and Control of Salesmen in the 
Field 
Aug. 31 Profit Planning 
Sept. 1 Effective Management Reporting 
Aug. 31 Variable Budgets 
July 24 The Banking Revolution 
July 7 Should I Join a Small or a Large 
Accounting Firm 
July 15 Return on Investment as a Tool for 
Marketing Management 
July 30 Optimizing the Controllership/Mar-
keting Team 
May 3 Use of Return on Investment in the 
Control of Marketing Operations 
June 14 Definition of Concept—Uses to Date 
July 20 Integration of Performance Stand-
ards and Product Line Accounting 
Aug. 31- The Integrated Use of Variable Bud-
Sept. 1 gets for Product Costing and Cost 
Control Pricing for Profit 
Oct. 18 Return on Investment as a Manage-
ment Tool 
Nov. 15 Return on Investment Concept as a 
Management Tool 
June 2 Production Control and Manage-
ment Information Systems 
July 30 What is a CPA? 
AUDIENCE 
American Management Association— 
Profitability Accounting Seminar 
American Management Association— 
Profitability Accounting Seminar 
American Management Association— 
Profitability Accounting Seminar 
American Management Association— 
Profitability Accounting Seminar 
National Association for Bank Audit, Control and 
Operation, San Juan Chapter 
Columbia Graduate School of Accounting 
Association 
American Management Association— 
Return on Investment Seminar 
American Management Association—-
Distribution Costs Seminar 
Pace College—Graduate School 
American Managtment Association— 
Return on Investment Seminar 
Rochester Institute of Technology— 
Graduating Accounting Class 
American Management Association-
Profitability Accounting Seminar 
American Management Association— 
Return on Investment Seminar 
Budget Executives Institute— 
Philadelphia Chapter 
American Production and Inventory Control 
Society, Tulsa Chapter 
The Exchange Club of Frankford 
Phoenix 
WOOD, R. DIXON 
Pittsburgh 
DIMARIO, J O S E P H F. 
SCHARPF, NORMAN W. 
WERBANETH, LOUIS A. 
June 25 Short Form Report Writing 
June 26 Short Form Report Writing 
July 2 Long Form Report Writing 
July 10 Long Form Report Writing 
July 13 Profitability Accounting 
The Role of the CPA Firm and Con-
sultant Computer Supplier Rela-
tionships 
Aug. 10 Financial Public Relations 
Sept. 8-10 Acquisitions and Mergers 
Arizona Society of CPAs, Northern Arizona Chapter 
Arizona Society of CPAs, Southern Arizona Chapter 
Arizona Society of CPAs, Northern Arizona Chapter 
Arizona Society of CPAs, Southern Arizona Chapter 
RCA Sales and Systems Group 
National Public Relations Conference, 
Denver, Colorado 
Pennsylvania Institute of CPAs, Accounting 
Study Conference 
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SPEAKER 
St. Louis 
HORNSBY, RICHARD 
San Diego 
MOONEY, ROBERT 
San Francisco 
BODMAN, RICHARD 
BOWEN, DALE S. 
ENGLUND, G E N E 
GERVER, ELI 
MOXLEY, DAVID 
DATE 
June 1 
July 27 
Sept. 13 
July 15 
May 13 
Sept. 12 
May 19 
SUBJECT 
Overhead for Contract Bidding 
Taxes and Record Keeping 
Techniques of Profit Planning 
1964 Cost and Profit Experience— 
California Refrigerated Ware-
houses 
A Career in Accounting 
Tax Savings for the Small Business-
man 
The Impact of ADP on Accepted 
Auditing Procedures 
AUDIENCE 
National Electrical Contractors Association, 
St. Louis Chapter 
Small Business Administration 
Pre-Business Workshop 
University of California Business Administration 
Extension—Small Businessmen's Seminar 
Pacific States Cold Storage Warehousemen's 
Association 
City College of Sari Francisco 
Accounting and other Business School Students 
University of California Business Administration 
Extension—Small Businessmen's Seminar 
American Federation of Government Employees— 
Internal Revenue Lodge 634, San Francisco 
Seattle 
ALKIRE, DURWOOD L. 
BENJAMIN, ROBERT M. 
July 30 
Aug. 17 
June 2 
Valuation Problems in Federal Tax- AICPA Tax Lecture Series—Denver, Colorado, 
ation and Las Vegas, Nevada 
EDP and Auditing University of Washington, Auditing Class 
Washington, D. C. 
BRASFIELD, KARNEY A. June 3 What is Ahead for Financial Man- Federal Government Accounts' Association of 
agement in the U.S. Government the Virginia Peninsula 
Articles 
AUTHOR 
Advanced Business Systems 
BLUMENTHAL, SHERMAN C. 
D ' A M O R E , LOUIS 
Boston 
LYNCH, JAMES M. 
W E I S E , DONALD 
Chicago 
DAVID, IRWIN T. 
Cleveland 
BONI, GREGORY M. 
EDITION 
Aug. '65 
Aug. 
June 
1965 
June 
1965 
1965 
TITLE 
Management in Real-Time 
PUBLICATION 
Data Processing Magazine 
Will Total Incentives Picture Mean Armed Forces Management 
Industry Rags or Riches? 
Internal Budgetary Controls; 
An Independent Accountant's 
View 
Massachusetts CPA Review 
Techniques of Installment Sales and New York University 
Revolving Credit: Methods: Bulk 23rd Annual Institute on Federal Taxation 
Sales of Receivables and Notes 
Effective Use of a Consultant Novus 
Statistical Theory as an Aid in Test- Readings in Auditing—Louisiana State University 
ing Perpetual Inventory Records 
Impact of Electronic Data Process-
ing on Auditing 
Readings in Auditing—Louisiana State University 
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AUTHOR EDITION TITLE PUBLICATION 
Denver 
GRIFFEN, CARLTON July 
Executive Office 
BEYER, ROBERT June 
CRAMER, DONALD H. 
DIAMOND, WALTER H. 
MULVEY, BERNARD 
New York 
BROWN, VICTOR H. 
CIANCA, BERNARD J. 
MULVIHILL, D E N N I S E. 
PAUL, HERBERT M. 
WEINSTEIN, EDWARD A. 
San Francisco 
GERVER, E L I 
Sept. 
Aug. 
Aug. 4 
Oct. 4 
June 2-5 
1965 
1965 
1965 
June 
Fall 
1965 
June 
June 
June 
June 
July 
Changes in Accounting Methods: The Tax Executive 
Recent Tax Developments 
Profitability Accounting: The Chal- Selected Studies in Modern Accounting 
lenge and The Opportunity 
The Uses of Money in Motivating California CPA Quarterly 
Professional Personnel 
Trends in Foreign Credits 
Effect of Voluntary Restrictions 
Organizing Overseas Today 
Credit and Financial Management 
American Banker 
American Banker 
Cohn Rule—A Challenge for the New York Law Journal 
Supreme Court 
Return on Investment as Active 
Management Tool 
Cost of Retail Credit 
Customer Credit Costs in Depart-
ment Stores 
Co-operation Between Client and 
Auditor to Expedite the Year-End 
Audit 
Accounting, Information, and Or-
ganization 
The Application of On Line-Real 
Time Systems in Government 
The Present and Future Use of Com-
puters in State Government 
New York State Franchise Tax 
Let the Buyer Beware 
Thin Corporations 
Changes in Accounting Methods: 
Recent Tax Developments 
Controllers' Congress NRMA Book 
Published by 28th Annual Boston Conference 
on Distribution 
Published by NRMA 
New York State CPA 
Management Services 
Management Information Technology 
Public Administration Review 
New York State CPA 
Journal of Accountancy 
Journal of Taxation 
The Tax Executive 
Books 
TRUEBLOOD, ROBERT M. 
(co-authored with -
Churchill and Miller) 
1965 Auditing, Management Games and Book — published by Richard D. Irwin, 
Accounting Education 
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With Alumni . . . Applause . . • 
Boston — Frank Fiorentino has left the firm to accept a 
position in the internal audit department of Filene's, a 
member of Federated Department Stores. 
John J. Danahy, formerly of our audit staff, resigned 
to become a sales representative of Burroughs Corpora-
tion. 
Chicago—John J. Terry has accepted the position of 
assistant controller of National City Lines in Tampa, 
Florida. 
Gene Dierking, who joined the firm in 1959, accepted 
a position with Williams and Company, certified public 
accountants of Sioux City, Iowa, Mr. Dierking's original 
home. 
Cincinnati — Robert L. Lacy, who was a senior on our 
staff, is now comptroller of Zac-Lac Paint and Lacquer 
Company, Atlanta, Georgia. 
Donald L. Day, a former staff member, has become 
comptroller of Universal Chemicals, Inc. 
Dal las—John Drew left to accept a partnership with a 
firm in Weslaco, Texas. 
Los A n g e l e s — J a m e s Lindsay, former audit supervisor, 
has accepted a position with Teledyne, Inc. 
Mickey Masdeo, former audit senior, became assistant 
to the controller of Don Baxter, Inc. 
Robert Lane, former audit supervisor, is controller of 
Amalgamated Sugar Company, Ogden, Utah. 
Memphis — Ron Moore, a former member of the audit 
staff, accepted a position with Wesson Division of Hunt 
Foods and Industries, Inc. 
Minneapolis — Richard Tanquist joined Gelco Corpor-
ation and related companies as controller. 
William Rikkers resigned to become controller of 
Superior Plating, Inc. 
William Nelson accepted the position of controller of 
Indianhead Truck Line, Inc. 
Gerald McCormick has joined Suburban Ready Mix, 
Inc., as controller. 
Logan Beisner, on our staff from 1936 to 1947, was 
recently named president of Quality Park Envelope 
Company of St. Paul, a subsidiary of Standard Pack-
aging Corporation. 
San Francisco — Theodore Wentz left the firm to be-
come assistant to the controller of Varian Associates, 
Palo Alto, California. 
Lou Helvey has been promoted to vice president of 
Golden West Savings and Loan Association. 
Advanced Business Systems — Richard Sprague was 
assistant treasurer of the International Federation of In-
formation Processors Congress held in New York. He re-
cently participated in a debate on Integrated Information 
Systems before the National Association of Accountants. 
Sherman Blumenthal was chairman of an American 
Management Association Conference on Real-Time Busi-
ness Systems from June 23-25. Mr. Blumenthal has been 
elected treasurer of the New York Chapter of the Asso-
ciation for Computing Machinery. He was also exhibits 
chairman for the Society of Information Display Con-
vention held in New York during September. 
Robert V. Head has been appointed editorial advisor 
to Datamation Magazine. 
Atlanta — Robert E. Minnear was elected treasurer of 
the Atlanta Chapter of The Institute of Internal Audi-
tors. He has been appointed chairman of the Tax Forum 
sponsored by the Atlanta Chapter of the Georgia Society 
of CPAs and Emory University. Mr. Minnear was also 
appointed a member of the Executive Committee of the 
Atlanta Chapter of the Georgia Society of CPAs and has 
been appointed assistant secretary of the Atlanta Chap-
ter of the National Association of Accountants. He 
recently appeared on a televised panel discussion of "A 
Career in Public Accounting." 
E. R. Dryden was appointed chairman of the Educa-
tion Committee of the Georgia Society of CPAs. This is 
the second term he will serve. 
Betty Kahrs has been appointed associate director of 
the Atlanta Chapter of the National Association of 
Accountants. 
Duff Macbeth has been elected president of die 
Atlanta Chapter of the Budget Executives Institute. 
B o s t o n — T h e Massachusetts Society of CPAs has an-
nounced the following committee appointments: Hugh 
Dysart, Cooperation with Bar Association; Charles H 
Noble, Budget and Finance, Education; James M. 
Lynch, Cooperation with Bankers; and Donald C. Wiese, 
Federal Tax. 
James M. Lynch has been appointed to the Taxation 
Committee of the Smaller Business Association of New 
England. 
Chicago — Kay H. Cowen has been nominated to mem-
bership on the new Speakers' Bureau of the Illinois 
Society of CPAs. The Bureau will serve as an important 
public relations medium by offering a continuing contri-
bution to the stature and reputation of CPAs through 
personal contact with the public. 
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Anton S. Petran has been appointed to the AIGPA 
Statistical Sampling Committee 1965-66. 
The Illinois Society of CPAs appointed Raymond J. 
Revers to the chairmanship of the Professional Develop-
ment Committee. Cherie Mertens was named to the 
Career Opportunities Committee. 
Thomas B. Johnson will teach a course in cost account-
ing this fall in the Evening Division of the Business and 
Economics Department of the Illinois Institute of 
Technology. 
Cincinnati—The Kentucky Society of CPAs appointed 
Benjamin Bernstein to the Committee on Relations with 
Bankers and the Accounting Principles Committee for 
the coming year. Mr. Bernstein is also a member of the 
Speakers' Bureau of the Kentucky Society. 
Dallas — Gus Tramp was appointed chairman of the 
Editorial Committee of the Dallas Chapter of the Insti-
tute of Internal Auditors for the coming year. 
Dayton—The following staff members have been named 
chairmen of committees for the Dayton Chapter of the 
Ohio Society of CPAs: Professional Development, Irl C. 
Wallace; Publicity and Public Relations, Dane W. 
Charles; Governmental Relations, Charles G. Taylor. 
Keith A. Cunningham has been appointed a member 
of the ad hoc Professional Development Committee of 
the Ohio Society of CPAs. 
Francis J. Schubert participated as a panelist on the 
general session regarding Current Accounting Problems 
at the 1965 Tax Income Seminar. 
John Wardlaw and John Shank have been respectively 
appointed as publicity director and treasurer for the Day-
ton Chapter of the Society for the Advancement of Man-
agement for the year 1965-66. 
Denver — Recent committee appointments of the Colo-
rado Society of CPAs were: Accounting and Auditing 
Procedure, Russell Palmer; Federal Taxation, Ronald 
Fiedelman; Management Advisory Services, Charles 
Husted, vice chairman; General Meetings, Robert Stamp, 
vice chairman; Practice Review, Wendell Gardner; Pub-
lic Relations, Carleton Griffin, chairman; Staff Account-
ants, David Coffey. 
Detroit — Al M. Mlot and Robert D. Wishart were 
elected to honorary membership in Beta Alpha Psi. Mr. 
Mlot was initiated into the University of Detroit Chapter 
and Mr. Wishart was initiated a member of the Mich-
igan State Chapter. 
Kenneth Reames has been appointed a member of the 
American Institute of CPAs ad hoc Committee on 
Accountants' Liability. 
Appointments to committees of the Michigan Associa-
tion of CPAs for 1965-66 are: Accounting and Auditing 
Procedures, Phyllis E. Peters; Annual Meeting, John D. 
Hegarty; Relations with Attorneys, Richard T. Walsh; 
Relations with Bankers, Donald H. Waterman; By-Laws, 
Kenneth S. Reames, chairman; Relations with Educa-
tors, Richard F. Van Dresser; Federal Taxation, David 
J. Vander Broek; Graduate Study Conference, Richard 
A. Patterson; Insurance and Pension, Edward A. Bau-
mann; Advisory Committee on Legislation, Henry E. 
Bodman, I I ; Management of an Accounting Practice, 
Daniel J. Kelly; Management Services, Harvey E. Schatz; 
Membership, Harry G. Troxell, vice chairman; Nomin-
ations, Kenneth S. Reames; Personnel, Charles E. 
Wieser; Practice Review, A. M. Mlot; Professional Edu-
cation, Robert J. Smith; Professional Ethics, Paul E. 
Hamman; Publication, David M. Smith; Public Service 
and Information, Robert D. Wishart; State Taxation, 
Elmer M. Houghten; and Unauthorized Practice, Rose-
mary Hoban. 
Robert D. Wishart has been appointed to the Program 
Committee of the Metropolitan Chapter of the Michigan 
Association of CPAs for 1965-66. 
The Greater Detroit Retail Controllers' Group has re-
elected Richard T. Walsh as a director for the next year. 
Executive Office — Marjorie June was elected a direc-
tor of the American Woman's Society of CPAs for 
1965-66. She will again teach an Introductory Course in 
Accounting at DePaul University, Evening Commerce 
Division. 
Houston —• Owen Lipscomb has been appointed to serve 
on the Texas Society of CPAs Committee on Federal 
Taxation. He has also been named a member of the 
Houston Chapter's Committee on Federal Taxation. 
Thomas C. Latter is serving on the Long Range 
Objectives and Planning Committee and the Editorial 
Advisory Board of the Texas Society of CPAs. 
In addition to serving during 1965-66 as senior direc-
tor for Region V of the Budget Executives Institute, 
Leland C. Pickens will also be a member of the Execu-
tive Committee. 
Ray de Reyna is a member of the Subcommittee on 
Management Services by CPAs of the Texas Society of 
CPAs for 1965-66. Mr. de Reyna has been re-elected to 
the Board of Directors of the Houston Chapter, National 
Association of Accountants, 1965-66. 
Alvin L. Freeman will be hospitality chairman of the 
Houston Section of the Texas CPA Tax Institute, 
October 28-29. 
Kansas City — Jerry L. Spotts has been appointed to the 
Membership Committee of the Kansas City Chapter of 
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the National Association of Accountants. 
Los A n g e l e s — J a c k Heil served on the California State 
Society Special Subcommittee on Management Services 
which recently planned an Advanced Management 
Services Workshop on Cost Accounting as part of the 
Society's Professional Development Program. The Work-
shop was held at the U.C.L.A. Extension Center at Lake 
Arrowhead. Mr. Heil served as a speaker and was as-
sisted by Tom Drenten and Bob Gilroy as discussion 
leaders. 
Leon Van Luchene represented the California Society 
of CPAs at the Career Guidance Center sponsored by 
the Los Angeles County Schools to assist secondary 
school students in selecting a career. 
Milwaukee — Ralph Marsh has been appointed chair-
man of the Accounting and Auditing Procedures Com-
mittee of the Wisconsin Society of CPAs. He also serves 
on the Editorial Board of the Society's publication. 
Lowell Daggett is a member of the Professional Devel-
opment Committee of the Wisconsin Society of CPAs. 
Minneapolis — The Minnesota Society of CPAs Com-
mittee appointments for 1965-66 are: Accounting and 
Auditing Procedures, I. B. Aaseng and E. S. Ross; Audit-
ing, R. J. Bach, chairman; Cooperation with Bar and 
Accounting Organizations, J. F. Pitt, chairman; CPA 
Consultation Service, E. P. Tang; Cooperation with 
Bankers and Other Credit Grantors, H. D. Ness, C. G. 
Pohlman, and K. H. Stocke; Education, R. J. Loehr; 
Estate Planning, J. A. McFarland; Legislative Policy, J. F. 
Pitt, vice chairman; Management Services, J. R. Beck, 
board member, and W. G. Tracy, J. F. Pitt, and E. P. 
Tang ; Personal Financial Management, J. R. Beck, board 
member, and R. J. Bach; Practice Review, E. P. Tang 
and J. F. Pitt; Professional Development, D. W. Johnson 
and F. H. Tranzow; Professional Ethics, J. F. Pitt, chair-
man; Public Relations, D. E. Olson; Publications, R. W. 
Curtis; State and Municipal Accounting and Auditing, 
C. E. Holtze and D. S. Sommers; Tax Conference, J. F. 
Ascher, vice chairman; and Taxation — Federal and 
State, J. D. Grande and R. R. Kostboth. 
James Pitt served as panel moderator of Ethics in Tax 
Practice at the annual meeting of the Minnesota Society 
of CPAs. 
Memphis—Kenneth J. Gordon was elected to the Board 
of Directors of the Memphis Chapter of the Tennessee 
Society of CPAs for the current year. He has served on 
the Board for the past five years. Mr. Gordon recently 
appeared as a panelist on Radio Station W H E R on a 
program entitled: This is Your Midsouth. "Your Income 
Tax" was the subject discussed by the panelists. 
James N. Tansey has been appointed associate editor 
of the Newsletter of the Memphis Chapter of the Na-
tional Association of Accountants. 
N e w a r k — J a m e s DelVacchio of the audit staff has been 
appointed a member of the Statistical Sampling Com-
mittee of the New Jersey Society of CPAs. 
N e w York-— The New York State Society of CPAs 
announced the appointment of the following TRB&S 
men to Committees: Accounting Practice, Donald J. 
Be vis; Accounting Machinery, Robert L. Burton; Pro-
fessional Conduct, William K. Carson; Labor Union 
Accounting, Harvey Casher; Retail, Bernard J. Cianca; 
Hotel, Restaurant and Club, Philip Cohen;. Advisory 
Committee to State Comptroller, Anthony J. Daly; Co-
operation with Credit Grantors, John Ehling; Municipal 
and Local Taxation, Robert Furman and Howard Orlin; 
Federal Tax, Herbert Paul; Contractor's Accounting, 
Misag Tabibian; Investment Banking, Mike Vaupel; and 
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Procedures, Nassau-Suffolk 
Chapter—Accounting and Auditing—Speakers' Bureau 
—Edward Weinstein. 
Arthur Michaels has been re-elected as treasurer of 
the New York State Society of CPAs for a second, con-
secutive term. Mr. Michaels also serves as a member of 
the Executive Committee, the Board of Directors, the 
Budget and Finance Committee and Investment Com-
mittees. 
Catalina Rodriguez is a member of the Public Rela-
tions Committee of the American Society of Women 
Accountants, New York Chapter. 
Peter Breitman is president of the New York State 
Society of CPA candidates. 
On June 21, Victor H. Brown was co-chairman of an 
American Management Association's seminar on Profit-
ability Accounting and chaired the Effective Analysis and 
Control of Distribution Costs seminar of the American 
Management Association. From August 30 through Sep-
tember 3, Mr. Brown chaired the American Management 
Association's Profitability Accounting and Control sem-
inar. 
Phoenix — Howard Neff was appointed a member of 
the Board of Directors of the National Association of 
Accountants, Phoenix Chapter, for the coming year. He 
is also editor of the Newsletter of the Phoenix Chapter. 
Pittsburgh—Joseph F. DiMario was re-elected a direc-
tor of the National Association of Accountants. 
Louis A. Werbaneth is chairman of the Second Annual 
Pennsylvania Institute of CPAs' Tax Conference, Octo-
ber 18-20, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 
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William J. Simpson is a member of the Subcommittee 
of the Tax Conference, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 
Portland — Lee Schmidt was elected secretary of the 
Oregon Society of CPAs. Mr. Schmidt was re-elected 
treasurer of the Portland Retail Controllers' Group. 
Rochester — Gail Brown was elected president of the 
National Society of Accountants for Cooperatives at the 
annual meeting in San Francisco, California. 
St. Louis—Ken Bauer was elected president of the St. 
Louis Chapter of the Missouri Society of CPAs. 
San Diego — Glen A. Olsen was appointed chairman 
of the Management Services Committee of the California 
Society of CPAs. 
San Francisco — The San Francisco Chapter of CPAs 
announces the following appointments: Education 
Standards and Student Relations, Jim Loebbecke; Co-
operation with Credit Grantors, Richard Nishkian; Sav-
ings and Loan, Robert Riss; Accounting and Auditing 
Procedures, David Moxley; Taxation, Robert Estes and 
Robert Bean; Public Relations, William King. 
(Continued from page 19) 
the status of being home owners by living in a con-
dominium project. 
In financing condominium projects, the prospective 
builders face more serious problems. Since the condo-
minium concept is new in this country, lenders still prefer 
to invest in conventional multi-family rental projects. 
Also, strict requirements must be met before the FHA 
insurance endorsement can be made. They include secur-
ing a feasibility report from the FHA, obtaining commit-
ments for both a multi-family rental unit and a condo-
minium, constructing the project, selling the units and 
then applying for the final insurance endorsement. 
Most important is the sale of the units. The FHA re-
quires that 80 per cent be sold before the condominium 
commitment becomes effective. Because of this, at least 
that percentage of sales is essential to insure total financ-
ing and to avoid secondary financing or ownership of a 
portion of the unit by the builder. It may be necessary to 
escrow down payments and defer closing until a condo-
minium project is assured. Conventional financing is the 
means most builders are using to circumvent this problem. 
Thomas Wall was appointed director for a two-year 
term of office in the San Francisco Chapter of CPAs and 
to the Trial Board of Northern California Chapter of 
CPAs. Mr. Wall serves on a joint committee on auditing 
and examination principles and procedures of the Sav-
ings and Loan Industry which is comprised of five CPA 
members and five officers of savings and loan associa-
tions. Members of state and federal regulatory agencies 
meet with the committee in an advisory capacity. 
Gene Englund has been appointed chairman of the 
Committee on Educational Standards and Student Rela-
tions of the San Francisco Chapter of CPAs. 
Richard Nishkian was appointed to the California 
State Committee on Cooperation with Credit Grantors. 
Seatt le — Stanley M. Bray has been appointed place-
ment director of the Seattle Chapter,-National Associa-
tion of Accountants. 
Michael P. Curtis is a member of the Arrangements 
Committee for the Northwest Graduate Study Confer-
ence at Ocean Shores, September 9-11. 
The owner of a condominium unit has certain tax ad-
vantages equivalent to those of the owner of a single 
residence: 
1. Non-recognition of gain. 1954 Code Section 1034(a) 
provides for the non-recognition of gain on the sale 
of a residence if proceeds are reinvested. This makes 
it possible for older persons over 65 or couples (with 
at least one spouse over 65) , whose families are 
grown, to sell their single family residence and move 
into smaller quarters in a condominium project with 
no tax if all of the proceeds are reinvested. If it is 
not necessary to reinvest all of the proceeds and a 
gain has been realized on the sale of the single 
family residence, an election may be made under 
Code Section 121. It will make possible exclusion of 
either all of the gain, if the adjusted sales price is 
less than $20,000, or a portion of the gain if the 
adjusted sales price is more than $20,000. 
Section 1034(f) and 121(d) (3) make the above pos-
sibilities available for tenant-stockholders in a co-operative 
housing corporation provided that it meets the tests of 
Code Section 216. 
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2. Deduction for real property taxes and interest paid 
on mortgage. Code Section 164 permits the deduc-
tion for real property taxes and Code Section 163 
allows a deduction for the interest paid by either the 
condominium unit owner or tenant-stockholder of a 
co-op, provided, again, that the corporation qualifies 
under Code Section 216. 
3. Casualty loss. In the event of partial or total destruc-
tion of the premises the tax effect is different as to 
the unit owner of a condominium and the tenant-
stockholder of a cooperative housing corporation. 
The condominium unit owner is entitled to a casu-
alty loss under Code Section 165(c) (3) except for 
the first $100 as provided by the 1964 amendment. 
The tenant-stockholder, however, has as his only 
possible deduction a long-term capital loss resulting 
from a worthless security under Code Section 
165(g). 
4. Depreciation if rented. Both the unit in a con-
dominium and the portion of the stock in a co-op 
allocable to a proprietary lease or right of tenancy 
are eligible for depreciation if the premises are used 
in the taxpayer's trade or business or for the pro-
duction of income, as permitted by Code Sections 
167(a) and 216(c) . 
More tax problems arise as to the entity which is 
created to manage the common elements of the con-
dominium. First, what kind of taxable entity is the man-
agement group if unincorporated? A partnership? Or an 
association taxed as a corporation? 
Regardless of the type of entity it may legally be, it is 
possible for the accumulation of monthly maintenance 
charges paid by the unit owners to exceed expenses in-
curred for such purposes in any period. This will certainly 
be the case if the project is an FHA project since the FHA 
requires a reserve fund for both replacements and general 
operations. The problem which then exists is how to avoid 
paying income tax on any excess of income over expenses 
or, in the case of the FHA reserves, how to avoid having 
the amounts paid treated as income under the construc-
tive receipt doctrine. 
As to the type of entity which exists if unincorporated, 
there is considerable doubt. The regulations provide 
guidelines at 301.7701-2(a) (1) to determine if the organi-
zation has more corporate than non-corporate charac-
teristics. In such a case, it will be taxed as a corporation; 
if not, as a partnership. 
The guidelines are: 
1. Associates. 
2. An objective to carry on business and divide its gains. 
3. Continuity of life. 
4 Centralization of management. 
5. Liability for corporate debts limited to corporate 
property. 
6. Free transferability of interests. 
Since 1, 3 and 6 are present as a result of the normal 
condominium by-laws, and, since attempts to structure 
the by-laws to eliminate profit motive or centralization of 
management may be considered self-serving, most organi-
zations may be taxed as corporations. 
Most management organizations will incorporate, how-
ever, as a matter of course in order to avoid the unlimited 
liability possible as an unincorporated organization. 
With regard to the excess of income received from unit 
owners over expenses of maintenance and repairs, there 
seems to be taxable income. There is no specific provision 
in the code exempting condominium management cor-
porations from taxation. Also, such an entity would not 
come within any of the tax-exempt organizations in-
cluded in the provisions of Code Section 501 (c) . It should 
be possible, however, to contract to have the organization 
act as agent for the unit owners in the event of an excess 
of receipts over expenses. Provision would be made for 
refund within a short period after the end of the account-
ing year, and thereby avoid taxable income. 
Concerning the amounts to be paid for the funding of 
reserves as required under an FHA arrangement, it should 
be possible to arrange for these funds to be put in escrow 
and thereby not be considered as income until they are 
released from escrow. Since release would be simultaneous 
with the necessity for expenditures no income would 
result. 
Conclusion: 
It seems likely that the idea of the condominium will 
increase in popularity throughout the United States as 
conventional financing becomes readily available and 
market appeal intensifies. Some day, residential investors 
may see the condominium concept of the Romans adopted 
as an American institution. 
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The announcement of the death of Jacob (Jack) P. 
Friedman on June 8, 1965, brought sadness to all of us 
and particularly to those who knew him so well. Ill health 
had forced Jack to retire from the firm as an active partner 
in 1957. For many years he was a partner of Touche, 
Niven & Company in the New York office. He remained 
there after the formation of Touche, Niven, Bailey & 
Smart, served as an initial member of its Policy Group, 
and was managing partner of the New York office. 
Jack Friedman was an ardent student of auditing and 
accounting where his specialty was so well known to the 
retail trade that he was often referred to as the "dean" 
of retail accounting. His writings were prolific on a num-
ber of subjects, particularly on the retail method of in-
ventory. His early book on this then new approach to 
inventory valuation was used as a text book by many 
educators and practitioners. In later years he showed the 
same keen interest to the application of L I F O to retail 
inventories and many of his articles appeared in profes-
sional and trade periodicals. He contributed greatly to 
the firm's image in retailing and our retail clients spoke 
of him with esteem. 
Jack was a sound and thorough auditor. He was a 
"stickler" for examining methods of internal control and 
was ever aware of changes in tax legislation and the 
possible effect of these changes on the income of his 
clients. The handling of deferred profit on installment 
sales was one of his pet subjects. 
Many organizations and groups called upon Jack to 
address their meetings on technical subjects and he spoke 
frequently. He was an extremely active member of the 
AICPA and served on many of its committees including 
the Committee on Accounting Procedures. He took a 
similar interest in the affairs of the New York Society of 
CPAs and the Controllers' Congress of the National Retail 
Merchants Association. 
We are left with a greater heritage because we were 
fortunate to have known and worked with Jack Fried-
man over the years of his business career. We extend our 
deepest sympathy to his devoted wife, Sadie, and their 
two daughters, and know that they are' justifiably proud 
of his life's accomplishments. We will miss you, Jack. 
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TRB&S People Pass CPA Examinations 
Chicago — Michael J. Brown, Martin S. Gans, Henry S. Moss, James R. Walsh 
Cincinnati — Eugene William Hoelscher, Bradley Alan Zinner 
Dallas — Vernon Lotman, John Raphael 
Denver — Ward Gandy, Guy R. James, Thomas M. O'Toole 
Detroit — Robert Bonczyk, Frank P. Kerwin 
Houston — Patrick R. Greene, Robert Patterson 
Kansas City — Raymond A. Lacy 
Los A n g e l e s —• William Ferguson, Darryl Pricco, Helen Shepherd, Eugene Siebenschein, 
David Threlkel 
Minneapolis — Joseph T. Peterson, Gerald D. Van Eeckhout 
Newark — Jerome Deady 
Portland — William Trimble 
St. Louis — James Concagh 
Seatt le — John D. Byrne 
Retirements 
Bessie Alper 
Ruth Caldwell 
Beatrice Purcell 
Ann (Nancy) C. Scanlan 
New York 
Chicago 
New York 
New York 
41 years 
30 years 
45 years 
44 years 
Deaths 
Betty L. Ramsey 
Janis S. Warren 
Dayton 
Seattle 
July 17 
July 26 
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Quarterly Correspondents 
Atlanta, Elaine Elrod • Boston, Marjojie J. Johnson • Chicago, Gertrude Krueger • Cincinnati, Elizabeth Henderson • Cleveland, 
Alberta Everett • Dallas, Maxine Melton • Dayton, Leslie Early • Denver, Beverly Thomas • Detroit, Harry G. Troxell • 
Executive Office, Katherine Gambino • Grand Rapids, Joyce E. Cowman • Houston, Jeanie Lannom • Kansas City, Genevieve 
SHady • Los Angeles, Lina Kemmis • Memphis, Ann Agee • Milwaukee, Mayme Solberg • Minneapolis, Alice Carlson • Newark, 
Ruth Botwin • New Orleans, Nancy Upchurch • New York, Jean Hume • Philadelphia, Betty Harris • Phoenix, Ira Osman • 
Pittsburgh, Mary Jo Densmore • Portland, Grace McLean • Rochester, Marion Snyder • St. Louis, Lillian Meyer • San Diego, Jane 
Holehan • San Francisco, Vilma Jenson • San Jose, Pat Skelton • Seattle, Helen B. Lilly • Washington, Pat Gaddy 

